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Introduction
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to describe how the Township of Perth East meets
the requirements for an Operational Plan for the Milverton and Shakespeare Well
Supply and Distribution Systems. The Township has chosen to develop and implement
one Operational Plan for the two water systems as the majority of the elements within
the Operational Plan are identical for both systems. Components that differ for each
system are clearly identified within the attached appendices.
Scope
The Operational Plan covers the activities and personnel associated with all
operational aspects of the supply and distribution of safe drinking water for the
communities of Milverton and Shakespeare.
This Operational Plan and other QMS documentation that are referenced herein are
not intended to replace any of the prevailing regulations that govern the requirements
for safe drinking water in the Province of Ontario.
References
Safe Drinking Water Act (2002)
Drinking Water Quality Management Standard Guidance Document
Operational Plan Overview
This Operational Plan describes the manner in which the Township of Perth East
conforms to the requirements of the DWQMS. It is structured to address each of the 21
DWQMS Elements in the order in which they appear in the Standard itself.
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Definitions and Abbreviations
Applicable Legislative And Regulatory Requirements – the Safe Drinking Water Act,
2002 the Ontario Water Resources Act, 1990 and all regulations and instruments issued
under these Acts which are associated with drinking water.
ANSI – American National Standards Institute
Audit – a systematic and documented verification process that involves objectively
obtaining and evaluating documents and processes to determine whether a quality
management system conforms to the requirements of the DWQMS.
Authority – official permission or approval to carry out a responsibility or task.
AWWA – American Water Works Association
Competence – the combination of observable and measurable knowledge, skills and
abilities which are required for a person to carry out assigned responsibilities.
Compliance – the fulfillment of a regulatory requirement.
Conformance – the fulfillment of a DWQMS requirement.
Consumer – the drinking water end user.
Control Measure – includes any processes, physical steps, or other contingencies that
have been put in place to prevent or reduce a hazard before it occurs.
Corrective Action – action to eliminate the cause of a detected non-conformity with the
QMS, the requirements of the DWQMS, or other undesirable situations.
Critical Control Limit – the point at which a critical control point response procedure is
initiated.
Critical Control Point (CCP) – an essential step or point in the subject system at which
control can be applied by the operating authority to prevent or eliminate a drinking-water
health hazard or to reduce it to an acceptable level.
Document – includes a sound recording, video tape, film, photograph, chart, graph,
map, plan, survey, book of account, and information recorded or stored by means of
any device.
Drinking-Water Health Hazard – means, in respect of a drinking-water system,
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a. a condition of the system or a condition associated with the systems’ waters,
including anything found in the waters,
i.

that adversely affects, or is likely to adversely affect, the health of the
users of the system,

ii.

that deters or hinders, or is likely to deter or hinder, the prevention or
suppression of disease, or

iii.

that endangers or is likely to endanger public health,

b. a prescribed condition of the drinking-water system or,
c. a prescribed condition associated with the system’s waters or the presence of a
prescribed thing in the waters
Drinking Water Quality Management Standard (DWQMS) – means the quality
management standard approved by the Minister in accordance with section 21 of the
SDWA.
Drinking-Water System – means a system of works, excluding plumbing, that is
established for the purposes of providing users of the system with drinking water and
that includes,
a. anything used for the collection, production, treatment, storage, supply or
distribution of water,
b. anything related to the management of residue from the treatment process or the
management of the discharge of a substance into the natural environment from
the treatment plant, and
c. a well or intake that serves as the source or entry point of raw water supply for
the system.
DWWP – means Drinking Water Works Permit
Emergency – a potential situation or service interruption that may result in the loss of
the ability to maintain a supply of safe drinking water to consumers.
Emergency Response – the effort to mitigate the impact of an emergency on
consumers.
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External Documents – include legislation and regulations directly applicable to the
drinking water systems, the DWQMS, legal permits and licenses.
Facts – information recorded by the auditor to meet audit objectives, gathered in the
course of performing an audit. It includes the results of interviews, document information
and observations.
Frequency – the number of times that an audit occurs per unit time, e.g. once a year.
Gap Analysis – the process of determining and evaluating the variance between the
requirements of the DWQMS, and the methods and documents in place in your
drinking-water system.
Hazard – a source of danger or a property that may cause drinking water to be unsafe
for human consumption. The hazard may be biological, chemical, physical or
radiological in nature.
Hazardous Event – an incident or situation that can lead to the presence of a hazard.
HMI – Human Machine Interface
Implementation Action Plan – the product of a gap analysis which identifies the tasks
required for implementing a QMS. The implementation action plan should include tasks,
target dates, and people assigned to task duties.
Infrastructure – the set of interconnected structural elements that provide the
framework for supporting the operation of the drinking-water system, including buildings,
workspace, process equipment, hardware and software, and supporting services, such
as transportation or communication.
Internal Documents – include the operational plan, QMS policy, other policies,
procedures, instructions, and program requirements.
MDWL – means Municipal Drinking Water License.
Ministry – means the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks.
Monitoring – includes any checks or systems that are available to detect hazards or
the potential for hazards.
Municipal Drinking-Water System – means a drinking-water system or part of a
drinking-water system,
a. that is owned by a municipality or by a municipal service board established
under section 195 of the Municipal Act, 2001,
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b. that is owned by a corporation established under section 203 of the Municipal
Act, 2001,
c. from which a municipality obtains or will obtain water under the terms of a
contract between the municipality and the owner of the system, or
d. that is in a prescribed class.
Municipal Residential Drinking-Water System – means a large municipal residential
system or a small municipal residential system as defined in O. Reg. 170/03.
Network – means the Municipal Computer system in use at the Municipal offices.
Non-compliance – a failure under the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002, the Ontario
Water Resources Act, or any regulations or instruments under these Acts which are
associated with drinking water.
Non-conformance – the non-fulfillment of a DWQMS requirement.
NSF – National Sanitation Foundation
OIC – means Operator in Charge.
Operating Authority – means, in respect of a subject system, the person or entity that
is given responsibility by the owner for the operation, management, maintenance or
alteration of the subject system.
Operational Plan – means, in respect of a subject system, the operational plan
required by the QMS Rep’s Direction.
Operational Subsystem – means a part of a Municipal Residential Drinking-Water
System operated by a single operating authority and designated by the owner within
operational plans as being an Operational Subsystem.
ORO – means Overall Responsible Operator.
Owner – includes, in respect of a drinking-water system, every person who is a legal or
beneficial owner of all or part of the system, but does not include the Ontario Clean
Water Agency or any of its predecessors where the Agency or predecessor is registered
on title as the owner of the system.
Preventative Action – action intended to eliminate the cause or causes of potential
non-conformance(s).
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Primary Disinfection – a process or series of processes intended to remove or
inactivate human pathogens such as viruses, bacteria and protozoa in water.
Public – subject system consumers and stakeholders.
Quality Management System (QMS) – a system to:
a. establish policy and objectives, and to achieve those objectives, and
b. direct and control an organization with regard to quality.
Record – a document stating results achieved or providing proof of activities performed.
Rehabilitation – the process of repairing or refurbishing an infrastructure element.
Renewal – the process of replacing the infrastructure element with new elements.
Resources – tangible inputs that are required to deliver safe drinking water.
Responsibility – a charge, trust, or duty for which one is responsible.
Retrievable - For documents, “retrievable” means the documents must be readily
available for personnel to refer to, especially in emergency situations, or in areas where
operational procedures would need to be promptly referenced. For example, sampling
procedures should be available for reference where sampling activities are performed.
For records, “retrievable” is a slightly more flexible term. Usually, a record is considered
to be retrievable if it can be produced on request by the end of the business day.
This definition stems from audits and inspections – if a record can be provided by the
end of the audit, it is usually considered to be retrievable.
Risk – the probability of identified hazards causing harm, including the magnitude of
that harm or its consequences.
Risk Assessment – an orderly methodology of identifying hazards or hazardous events
that may affect the safety of drinking water and evaluating their significance.
Scope – a description of the extent and boundaries of an audit.
-Secondary Disinfection – a process or series of processes intended to provide and
maintain a disinfectant residual in a drinking-water system’s distribution system, and in
plumbing connected to the distribution system, for the purposes of:
a. protecting water from microbiological re-contamination,
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b. reducing bacterial re-growth,
c. controlling biofilm formation, and
d. serving as an indicator of distribution system integrity.
This process includes the use of disinfectant residuals from primary disinfection to
provide and maintain a disinfectant residual in a drinking-water system’s distribution
system for the purposes described in clauses (a) to (d).
Subject System – means:
a. a Municipal Residential Drinking-Water System where the system is operated
by one operating authority, or
b. an operational subsystem where two or more parts of a municipal residential
drinking-water system are operated by different operating authorities.
Supplier – an organization or person that provides a product or service that affects
drinking water quality.
SDWA – means the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c. 32, as amended.
Top Management – a person, persons or a group of people at the highest management
level within an operating authority that makes decisions about the QMS and makes
recommendations to the owner about the subject system or subject systems.
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Element 1. Quality Management System
In order to obtain a drinking water licence, municipal drinking water system owners must
comply with Ontario Regulation 188/07, set out by the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP), which prescribes the requirement for the development
of a Quality Management System (QMS).
A QMS establishes policy and objectives in order to achieve said objectives.
Furthermore, a QMS is in place to direct and control an organization with regard to
water quality. Quality management systems were implemented as a result of
recommendations made by Justice Dennis O’Connor of the Walkerton Inquiry and is
part of the Drinking Water Quality Management Standard (DWQMS) mandated by the
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA).
A Transitional Operational Plan was developed for the following water systems that are
owned and operated by the Township of Perth East, effective June 1, 2021:


Milverton Well Supply and Distribution System



Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution System

The following Full Scope Operational Plan has been developed with the intention of
replacing the Transitional Operational Plan upon approval by the Accreditation
Authority.
The Operational Plan covers common elements for both water systems with appendices
to address elements that differ for each of the water systems.
The overall responsibility for the QMS rests with the QMS Representative. The QMS
Representative may, at his or her discretion, delegate various tasks relating to the
maintenance of the QMS.
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Element 2. QMS Policy
The Township of Perth East Well Supply and Distribution Systems are operated and
maintained by the Township of Perth East.
The Township of Perth East is committed to the following:




Ensuring a consistent supply of safe drinking water
Maintaining and continuously improving its Quality Management System
Meeting all applicable regulations and legislation

The Township of Perth East will strive to achieve these goals through the dedication,
support and participation of all of the council members, managers and employees who
are directly involved in the supply of drinking water.
The Quality Management System Policy is posted on the Township of Perth East web
site www.pertheast.ca, the Municipal Office located at 25 Mill Street East in Milverton,
and the well houses located in Milverton and Shakespeare. All waterworks personnel
have reviewed the policy.
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Element 3. Commitment & Endorsement
This Operational Plan has been reviewed and endorsed by the Operating Authority
and the Owner. The signatures below show that the Operating Authority and their Top
Management is committed to an effective Quality Management System by ensuring
that the Quality Management System is regularly assessed to confirm its ongoing
applicability and relevance. The Operational Plan is reviewed as required and
continually improved.

Chief Administrative Officer Date
(Owner)

Manager of Public Works & Parks Date

(Top Management)

i-r^ -/

.A-'"""

Operations Coordinator Date

(QMS Representative)

Top Management ensures the Owner and Operating Authority is aware of all
applicable legislative and regulatory requirements. Top Management ensures that a
QMS is in place that meets the requirements of the Standard, and that the QMS is
communicated by following the Communications Procedure.
Top Management can determine, obtain or provide the resources necessary to
maintain and improve the QMS, as demonstrated through records created under the
QMS, and through the Management Review Process. The Review and Provision of
Infrastructure procedure describes how a need for resources may be identified,
documented, and followed through.
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Element 4. QMS Representative
The Township of Perth East has designated the following position as the Quality
Management System Representative for the Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply
and Distribution Systems:
Position: Township of Perth East Operations Coordinator
In his or her absence, the Perth East Operations Coordinator will delegate an alternate,
as deemed appropriate.
The QMS Representative will be responsible for the following:


Ensuring that processes and procedures needed for the QMS are established
and maintained



Reporting to Top Management on the performance and effectiveness of the QMS
and any need for improvement during the annual Management Review meetings,
at a minimum



Ensuring that current versions of documents required by the QMS are being used
at all times



Ensuring that personnel are made aware of all applicable legislative and
regulatory requirements that pertain to their duties for the operation of the water
system



Promoting awareness of the QMS throughout the Township of Perth East
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Element 5. Document and Records Control
A fundamental component of the QMS is document and record control. The purpose of
this element of the operational plan is to ensure that all documents and records are
identified and readily available. Details regarding QMS document creation, updating,
reviewing, approval, issuance, retention, storage and disposal are contained within the
following procedures located in Appendix B:
PE-QMS-P1 Document Control
PE-QMS-P2 Record Control Procedure
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Element 6. Drinking Water System
The water systems listed below are owned and operated by the Operating Authority,
the Township of Perth East.
Milverton Drinking Water System
The Milverton Drinking Water System consists of two drilled groundwater wells.
Production Well #6 is considered the duty well for the system. The well is 66.4m deep
and has a 200mm steel casing which extends from the ground surface to a depth of
43.6m. At depths greater than 43.6m, an open auger hold is present within the lime
stone bedrock material. PW6 contains a pitless adaptor. Raw water from this well is
pumped through an underground line to a treatment facility about 25m to the west on
Spencer Street. Well # 6 has an approximate system capacity of 1425m3 /d.
Production well #4 is considered the standby well for the Milverton Drinking Water
System. The well is 48.5m deep with a 250mm cast iron well casing. Well #4 was
upgraded with a pitless adaptor and an extended casing 66cm above grade. Raw water
is pumped through an underground line about 100m northwest to the same facility
noted above on Spencer St. Well #4 has an approximate system capacity of 720m3 /d.
Raw water from both wells is typically free from any bacteriological activity. The usual
turbidity found in well #4 is 0.5-0.8NTU whereas in well #6 the turbidity averages 0.20.4NTU. Average daily flow data can be found in the most recent annual report. Other
than the normal increase in usage during the summer months, there are no major
operational challenges due to event-driven fluctuations.
The Milverton Drinking Water System is situated at 15 Spencer Street on the south side
of the street. The storage reservoir (total capacity of 1150m3) is located underground
and adjacent to the west of the plant. Raw water from the wells is conveyed into the
plant where liquid sodium hypochlorite is added for disinfection. The treated water is
directed into the reservoir for contact time and then through the high lift pumps into the
distribution system. Within the plant operations area, there are two vertical turbine high
lift duty pumps, two sodium hypochlorite duty metering pumps, a 200L sodium
hypochlorite tank, an on-line chlorine analyzer, raw water flow meters for both wells, a
treated water flow meter, two vertical turbine fire pumps and a diesel generator.
There is approximately 8 km of distribution piping contained within the Milverton
Drinking Water System with fire hydrants and two sample stations. Pressure within the
distribution system is maintained by high lift pumps located within the well house. The
Township performs all repairs to the distribution system.
There are no critical upstream or downstream processes that are relied upon to ensure
the provision of safe drinking water.
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Shakespeare Drinking Water System
The Shakespeare water system consists of two ground water wells each located within
the property of the pump house at 2174 Miller Avenue, Shakespeare. Production Well
#1 is located at the south end of the property and Production Well #2 is located at the
north end of the property. The well pumps operate as one duty and one standby. If the
duty well pump were to fail, the standby pump will automatically take over and pump to
the desired pressure set point. Six pressure tanks provide pressure to the distribution
system when the well pumps are not operating. When the pressure drops to 40 PSI the
duty well pump and the chemical feed pump automatically start and recharges the
pressure tanks and the system to 67 PSI. There are two chemical feed pumps set up
such that in the event of a duty pump failure the backup pump will automatically start.
There is an on-line chlorine analyzer monitoring the system. As per the Permit to Take
Water, the well is permitted to take 545.76m3 /d.
Both wells are deep groundwater wells and there is no history of any bacteriological
activity in either of the Shakespeare wells. The usual turbidity found in the wells is
between 0.3-0.4NTU.
Annual flow data can be found in the most recent annual report. Other than the normal
increase in usage during the summer months, there are no major operational challenges
due to event- driven fluctuations.
The Shakespeare Drinking Water System contains the following:







A sodium hypochlorite disinfection system consisting of two
chemical feed pumps with an output of 11 L/d
One 60L hypochlorite solution tank
A chlorine analyzer equipped with high and low residual alarms
Six pressure tanks (two of 350L capacity, 2-540L, 2-450L)]
A diesel generator
There is no reservoir/storage in this system.

The distribution system services the Village of Shakespeare and the system contains
no hydrants. Pressure is maintained by six pressure tanks located within the
pumphouse. There are a total of five blow-off valves used for checking distribution
chlorine levels and for flushing purposes. The Township of Perth East is responsible for
all repairs to the distribution system.
There are no critical upstream/downstream processes that are relied upon to
ensure the provision of safe drinking water.
Process diagrams for both Milverton and Shakespeare Drinking Water Systems can be
referenced in Appendix A.
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Element 7. Risk Assessment
Risk assessment is a process that is crucial to the Quality Management System. By
performing a risk assessment, hazards are identified and control measures to manage
those hazards are recognized. The Township of Perth East utilize a Risk Assessment
Team that performs a risk assessment every three years. The QMS Representative
reviews the Risk Assessment Outcomes annually, to ensure the currency of the
information and the validity of the assumptions used in the risk assessment.
A documented procedure has been developed and implemented that details the
method of hazard identification, risk assessment, and critical control point
determination for the Well Supply and Distribution Systems owned and operated
by the Township of Perth East.
The procedure consists of four main activities: hazard identification, risk assessment,
critical control point determination and critical limit identification.
The procedure entitled Risk Assessment describes the method of hazard
identification, risk assessment, and critical control point determination for both
Perth East water systems.
PE-QMS-P3

Risk Assessment Procedure

Element 8. Risk Assessment Outcomes
The results of the Risk Assessments performed on water systems owned and operated
by the Township of Perth East are detailed in the Risk Assessment Tables. The Risk
Assessment Tables for the Perth East Well Supply and Distribution Systems are
attached in Appendix C.
The Risk Assessment Tables are a living document, subject to change. The QMS
Representative will ensure that this information is kept up-to-date. Deviations from
critical control limits are reported to the ORO and, where applicable, to Top
Management, the MECP, Conservation and Parks and the Ministry of Health.
Deviations from critical control limits are recorded in the appropriate location (i.e. facility
log book, data logger review sheet, alarm response sheet, etc.) and summarized for the
Management Review.
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Element 9. Organizational Structure, Roles, Responsibilities
& Authorities
The organizational structure, roles, responsibilities and authorities for the Operating
Authority, corporate oversight Operating Authority roles are described in the Structure
and Responsibilities Procedure, PE-QMS-P16, in Appendix B of this Operational
Plan. Perth East Top Management consists of the Public Works Manager and the
Operations Coordinator.

QMS Organizational Chart

Mayor & Council
(Owners)

Chief Administrative
Officer
(Owner Representative)

Manager of Public
Works
(Top Management)

Operations
Coordinator
(QMS Representative)

Chief Operator
(Operating Authority)

Utility Operators
(Operating Authority)
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Element 10. Competencies
The Training Procedure describes how competencies are identified, maintained, and
documented. It also describes activities to ensure personnel are aware of the relevance
of their duties and how they play a role in the distribution of safe drinking water.
The following procedure lists all competencies required by personnel:
PE-QMS-P17

Competencies

Ensuring that competencies are met and maintained will enable the following:


Assure consistency of knowledge



Allow the operators to meet their regulatory requirements



Update current knowledge regarding water supply and distribution
systems



Help to assure quality and safety of the product and service to the
customer

Waterworks personnel are also provided with the following:


Initial QMS training



Emergency Preparedness training, as applicable



Equipment training on an as-needed basis

Meeting the competency requirements is ensured by the following:
 All new employees must provide evidence of valid certification and other
competency requirements. All operators’ certificates must be posted within
each well house.
 All employees shall receive training which meets or exceeds the
requirements of Ontario Regulation 128/04.
All training is scheduled by the QMS Representative, with the assistance of a Training
Matrix spreadsheet that is filed and retained at the Municipal Office.
On an annual basis the QMS Rep shall review the training matrix to ensure training
required to meet competencies is obtained and maintained as current.
All training is documented and all records of training are maintained by the QMS
Representative as proof that the required training has been successfully completed.
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Element 11. Personnel Coverage
Perth East operations staff currently consists of the Chief Operator and two Utility
Operators. Operators inspect the Perth East water systems on a regular basis as
required by Ontario Regulation 170/03. Daily water reports are reviewed and
inspections, sampling and monitoring are performed as required to comply with all
applicable legislation and regulations.
The operations staff normally works daytime hours from 7:00 am to 5:00 pm Monday
through Friday. Off hours emergencies are handled by the designated on-call operator.
Once a call is received, the on-call operator has 20 minutes to respond to a page.
Perth East water systems are monitored and controlled by a Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. Signals are sent to and received by the wells. The
signals are also sent to remote computers of authorized Operators.
All alarms that develop in the water systems are automatically sent directly to a dialer
which follows the on-call dialer sequence.
The method to ensure sufficient personnel coverage at all sites is documented in the
procedure: PE-QMS-P4 Personnel Coverage, in Appendix B of this Operational Plan.

Element 12. Communications
An integral part in the successful implementation of the QMS is the flow of information
both internally and externally.
Relevant aspects of the QMS will be communicated by Top Management to the
following:


The Owner



Waterworks personnel



Suppliers



The public

A procedure entitled Communications, PE-QMS-P5 has been developed and
implemented. A copy of the procedure can be found in Appendix B of this Operational
Plan.
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Element 13. Essential Supplies & Services
A list of all supplies and services deemed essential to the delivery of safe drinking
water can be found in PE-QMS-P6. The list typically includes a primary and a
secondary supplier to ensure the procurement of essential and critical suppliers and
services. Standard order quantities and order set points may also be included.
Where applicable, supplies must meet NSF and ANSI standards. Suppliers are verified
against the order requisition when received. In the case of any discrepancies, the
delivery may not be accepted. Integrity of the supplies is also checked at time of
delivery.

Element 14. Review & Provision of Infrastructure
The Township of Perth East regularly examines its infrastructure, reviewing what is
currently in place and what is needed to operate the Milverton and Shakespeare Well
Supply and Distribution Systems safely and effectively now and into the future. The
procedure entitled Review and Provision of Infrastructure, PE-QMS-P7, attached in
Appendix B, describes the steps that the Township of Perth East takes to review the
adequacy of the infrastructure.
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Element 15.
Infrastructure Maintenance, Rehabilitation & Renewal
Ensuring that the infrastructure needs of the Township of Perth East water systems are
met is an integral part of the DWQMS. The maintenance, rehabilitation and renewal
program is vital to providing safe drinking water. Maintenance can be either planned or
unplanned.
Planned Maintenance: Planned maintenance is scheduled by the Chief Operator and
Operations Coordinator based on the Water Systems Maintenance Schedule. The Well
Inspection and Maintenance Plan are also used to assist in scheduling planned
maintenance. Scheduled tasks are created by review of equipment manuals, operator’s
experience, and regulatory requirements. Planned maintenance is typically scheduled
and assigned by the Operations Coordinator through our Water Treatment Plant
Manager Portal on the platform MESH. All completed tasks are recorded in the
wellhouse logs and a report is generated through MESH following completion of the
task and further exported to the Perth East server.
Unplanned Maintenance: Unplanned maintenance tasks are typically reactive and may
include, but not be limited to, such things as main breaks, pump failures, chemical line
breaks and sensor failures. Unplanned maintenance during regular working hours is
assigned by the Chief Operator. The on-call operator responds during off-hours. All
completed unplanned maintenance tasks are recorded in the wellhouse logs.
The objective of planned maintenance is to reduce the risk and frequency of unplanned
failures of any such component of the treatment system.
Renewal: Replacement of aging equipment, as well as upgrades and expansions to the
water treatment and distribution systems are planned by the Manager of Public Works
in conjunction with the Operations Coordinator. All major expenses are identified in the
waterworks budget and require council approvals.
Rehabilitation of infrastructure will be address during the annual Infrastructure
Maintenance, Rehabilitation and Renewal meeting.
Where practical, replacement of aging in-ground infrastructure is coordinated with road
construction activity as arranged by the Perth East Operations Coordinator.
Please refer to PE-QMS-P8-Infrastructure Maintenance, Rehabilitation & Renewal
procedure, in Appendix B
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Element 16. Sampling, Testing & Monitoring
The Township of Perth East performs sampling and testing as required by Ontario
Regulation 170/03. For every required operational test and every required sample, a
record is made of the date, time, location and name of the person who performed the
test. A summary of all sampling and testing results are available in the Annual Reports
for each system owned and operated by the Township of Perth East. The Annual
Reports can be viewed at the Perth East Municipal Office or on the Internet at
https://www.pertheast.ca/en/municipal-services/annualcompliancereporting.aspx
All external laboratory testing is currently performed by ALS Environmental, which is an
accredited lab. Samples are collected using methods recommended by the MECP’s
document “Practices for the Collection and Handling of Drinking Water Samples”. Inhouse testing is performed using hand held meters that are calibrated as per
manufacturer’s instructions. All continuous monitoring equipment utilized for sampling
and testing required by Ontario Regulation 170/03 are calibrated, maintained, and
operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. The on-line free chlorine
residual analyzers utilized at the wellhouses test the treated water prior to entry to the
distribution system. The Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system
monitors and records the free chlorine residuals as required by Ontario Regulation
170/03. Any adverse results that require re-sampling and retesting will follow
instructions located at the Perth East Municipal Office in addition to the Shakespeare
and Milverton well houses. These instructions were developed based on the
requirements of Ontario Regulation 170/03.
Milverton Well Supply and Distribution System
The Municipal Drinking Water License (053-202) for the Milverton Drinking Water
System requires the Township of Perth East to have a sufficient number of flowmeasuring devices within the drinking water system to permit continuous measurement
and recording of the following:


The flow rate and daily volume of treated water that flows from the treatment
subsystem to the distribution system



The flow rate and daily volumes of water that flows into the treatment subsystem

The Amended Permit to Take Water Number 1053-98DPX2 for the Milverton Drinking
Water System requires the Township of Perth East to do the following:


Maintain a record of all water takings. This record shall include the dates and
times of water takings, and the total measured amounts of water pumped per day
for each day that water is taken.



Measure and record static water levels in each production well on a monthly
basis.
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Refer to PE-QMS-P9-M - Sampling, Testing & Monitoring for a detailed procedure for
the sampling, testing and monitoring program for the Milverton Water System.
Shakespeare Drinking Water System
The Municipal Drinking Water License (053-201) for the Shakespeare Drinking Water
System requires the Township of Perth East to have a sufficient number of flowmeasuring devices within the drinking water system to permit continuous measurement
and recording of the following:


The flow rate and daily volume of treated water that flows from the treatment
subsystem to the distribution system



The flow rate and daily volume of water that flows into the treatment subsystem.

The Amended Permit to Take Water Number 1006-AV9PDF for the Shakespeare
Drinking Water System requires the Township of Perth East to do the following:


Maintain a record of all water takings. This record shall include the dates and
times of water takings, and the total measured amounts of water pumped per day
for each day that water is taken.



Measure and record static water levels in each production well on a monthly
basis.

Refer to PE-QMS-P9-S - Sampling, Testing & Monitoring for a detailed procedure for
the sampling, testing and monitoring program for the Shakespeare Water System.
Bacteriological and chemical analytical results are available to the public upon request.

Element 17. Measurement & Recording Equipment
Calibration & Maintenance
Methods of measurement and recording equipment calibration and maintenance are
described in detail in the procedure PE-QMS-P10 Measurement & Recording
Equipment Calibration & Maintenance, attached in Appendix B.
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Element 18. Emergency Management
In case of an emergency, protection of the water supply and distribution system are
ensured by following the procedure PE-QMS-P11 Emergency Management, attached
in Appendix B.
The DWQMS requires that the operational plan includes emergency procedures and
contact information, which includes information about the following:






Communication, response and recovery procedures
Testing of procedures
Responsibilities
Municipal emergency planning measures and
Up-to-date lists of who to call in an emergency

All Operations and Maintenance Manuals contain Emergency Contact Lists as well as
treatment plant specific Contingency Plans to provide detailed instructions to
waterworks personnel for use if an emergency situation develops.

Element 19. Internal Audits
An Internal Audit is a means of evaluating and determining the effectiveness of the
QMS. Internal Audits are to be performed on each system owned and operated by the
Township of Perth East on an annual basis. The procedure entitled Internal Audits
PE-QMS-P12, attached in Appendix B, outlines the measures needed to perform an
Internal Audit. By following this procedure, the Township of Perth East can ensure that
the QMS conforms to the Drinking Water Quality Management Standard.

Element 20. Management Review
The Drinking Water Quality Management Standard requires that a management review
of the QMS be performed annually. Top Management will meet to evaluate the
continuing suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the QMS. A procedure entitled
Management Review, PE-QMS-P13, attached in Appendix B outlines this process.
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Element 21. Continual Improvement
The Township of Perth East will strive to continually improve the effectiveness of the
QMS through the use of corrective actions. Continual improvement of the QMS shall be
achieved by:
Tracking Continuous Improvement


Review and document all continuous improvements in the Continuous
Improvement Spreadsheet.



Review all continual improvements at the annual management review meeting

Implementing Best Practices


Review and consider best practice recommendations from MOECC every 36
months at the annual management review meeting

Identify and Management of Corrective Actions


Corrective Action Request form will be used

Identifying and Implementing Preventative Actions for Potential Non-Conformities


Operational staff or other staff to identify and eliminate the occurrence of
potential non-conformities



Potential non-conformities will be submitted to the QMS Rep for review



All potential non-conformities will be documented and reviewed at the annual
management review meeting.

A procedure entitled Continual Improvement, PE-QMS-P14, attached in Appendix B,
outlines this process. The corrective action process will ensure identified issues from
the continual improvement process are followed up on. Details regarding this process
are contained within the procedure entitled Corrective Action, PE-QMS-P15, attached
in Appendix B.
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Appendix A – Process Flow Diagrams
Milverton Well Supply System Process Flow Diagram
Shakespeare Well Supply System Process Flow Diagram

Milverton Well Supply System Process Flow Diagram
Revision No: 2
Revision Date: July 11, 2012

Revision No.: 2

Shakespeare Well Supply System Process Flow Diagram
Revision Date: June 17, 2020

Appendix B – QMS Procedures

PE-QMS-P1 – Document Control Procedure
PE-QMS-P2 – Personnel Coverage Procedure
PE-QMS-P3 – Risk Assessment Procedure
PE-QMS-P4 – Personnel Coverage Procedure
PE-QMS-P5 – Communication Procedure
PE-QMS-P6 – Essential Supplies and Services Procedure
PE-QMS-P7 – Review and Provision of Infrastructure Procedure
PE-QMS-P8 – Infrastructure Maintenance, Rehabilitation and
Renewal Procedure
PE-QMS-P9-M – Sampling Testing and Monitoring Procedure –
Milverton Drinking Water System
PE-QMS-P9-S – Sampling Testing and Monitoring ProcedureShakespeare Drinking Water System
PE-QMS-P10 – Measurement & Recording Equipment Calibration &
Maintenance Procedure
PE-QMS-P11 – Emergency Management Procedure
PE-QMS-P12 – Internal Audit Procedure
PE-QMS-P13 – Management Review Procedure
PE-QMS-P14 – Continual Improvement Procedure
PE-QMS-P15 – Corrective Action Procedure
PE-QMS-P16 – Organizational Structure, Roles, Responsibilities and
Authorities Procedure
PE-QMS-P17 – Competencies Procedure

Document Control Procedure
PE-QMS-P1

Document No.

Title

Document Control
Procedure

PE-QMS-P1
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to define the method for Document Control which
includes the following:


Document development



Document review and approval



Document issuance



Changes to Documents



Retrieval and retention of obsolete documents



Document Storage

2 Scope
This procedure is applicable to all QMS documentation (as identified in the Master
List of Documents) for the Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution
Systems.
Document Categories subject to the scope of this procedure are:


Operational Plans



QMS Policy



QMS Procedures



Standard Operating Procedures



Emergency Response Procedures



Audit Checklists



Blank Form
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OEM Equipment Manuals



Applicable Municipal By-laws



Applicable Standards



Applicable Legislation and Regulations

Documents will be available in both electronic (soft) and paper (hard) copy formats
when possible. Unless noted above, documents used for both systems are the same.
The only controlled copy of the Operational Plan is the electronic copy on the server. All
printed copies shall be considered uncontrolled.
The QMS Representative shall maintain control of the documents by means of a current
Master List of Documents. This list consists of the Document or Record ID, Document
title, File Location, Location of Printed Documents, Authorized Editor, Reviewers and
Approvers, Record File Location, Retention Time and Disposal Method.

3 References
DWQMS Element 5 Document and Records Control

4 Procedure
Creating New or Updating Existing Documents
4.1

The Master List of Documents shows the documents that are currently
Controlled under the QMS. The Master List of Forms shows the forms that are
currently controlled under the QMS. The forms are numbered to ensure the
correct form is being used.

4.2

The need for new or updated documents may be identified by any
individual in Water Operations, through audits or management review.

4.3

The request shall be made in writing by completing a Document Change
Request form and submitting it to the QMS Representative.

4.4

The request shall note the appropriate information regarding the
reason for new or revised documents including the following:
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Required by the DWQMS



Enhances process control



Eliminates or reduces risk



Supports regulatory requirements



May improve operational efficiency

4.5

The QMS Representative shall review all requests for creating or revising these
documents.

Document Review, Approval and Issuance
4.6

The QMS Representative shall develop the changed/new document when a
change or new procedure is required.

4.7

The QMS Representative shall update the status of the Master List of Documents
accordingly.

4.8

The QMS Representative shall arrange to have all new or revised internal
documents presented to all affected employees.

Retention of Obsolete Documents
4.9

Minimum retention requirements for all obsolete documents are the last
revoked copy with the exception of templates and forms where no
retention is required. Minimum retention times are indicated on the Master
Document List.

4.10

The QMS Representative shall remove obsolete documents from use upon
release of the new or revised documents.

4.11

Obsolete documents shall be stored or destroyed by the QMS
Representative as per Item 4.9 above.

Review of Documents
4.12 As required, the QMS Representative reviews QMS documents for any required
updates or modifications.
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External Documents
4.13

External QMS documents include legislation and regulations that are
directly applicable to the drinking water system, the DWQMS, legal
permits, licenses and certificates. These external documents are not
controlled by the Township of Perth East but may be changed by
external parties.

4.14

Controlled copies of all external documents shall be maintained at the
Municipal Office by the QMS Representative.

4.15

The QMS Representative shall distribute copies of applicable external
documents to waterworks personnel to be inserted into the applicable
Operations and Maintenance Manual and to be filed and retained at the
Township of Perth East Municipal office.

Document Availability and Storage
4.16

All procedures, instructions, forms and checklists shall be available at the
Perth East Municipal Office and in the QMS Folder which is available only on the
secured Township of Perth East computer network. Only the QMS
Representative, Chief Operator and Manager of Public Works shall have access
to this folder. Electronic documents shall be “read only” except for the QMS
Representative, Chief Operator and Manager of Public Works. The Manager of
Public Works and Chief Operator shall have write and edit privileges. The QMS
Representative shall have write, edit, and approval privileges.

4.21

QMS documents shall be stored in a manner that protects them from
damage or deterioration, and in such a manner as to make them accessible.
Care shall be taken to ensure that no records, hard or soft copy, are
exposed to elements or conditions that may damage the integrity of the
information contained therein.

Back-Up of QMS Folder
4.23

The QMS Folder on the Township of Perth East Computer Network is
automatically backed-up on a daily basis.
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5 Associated Documents & Records


QMS Folder – secured and located on the Perth East Computer Network



Perth East Master List of Documents



Perth East Master List of Forms

6 History of Changes
Revision Date

Revision One

Description
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By

October 22, 2021

Record Control Procedure
PE-QMS-P2

Document No.

Title

Record Control
Procedure

PE-QMS-P2
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to define the method for the identification, use,
retention, storage and protection of all records that are required by the Quality
Management System to meet DWQMS requirements.

2 Scope
This procedure is applicable to all records that are generated from processes and
activities that are described within the Operational Plan and/or its referenced
procedures and SOPs and thus demonstrate conformance to the QMS requirements for
the Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution Systems.
The QMS Representative shall be responsible for ensuring that an effective method for
controlling all QMS records is maintained.

3 References
DWQMS Element 5 Document and Records Control

4 Procedure
Records are maintained as objective evidence that the requirements of the
DWQMS are being effectively addressed.
Records may be retained in hard copy (e.g. test reports, lab results, equipment
maintenance and calibration) or in electronic format.
General Requirements
The record title shall be clearly visible and legible.
Manual records shall be legible. Pencil or any other erasable marker shall not be used
to record process or product information or data.
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All manual records shall show the name or initials of the recorder and the date
(including time if appropriate) the record was generated.
Manual QMS records may be stored and available at the Perth East Municipal Office.
They are generally filed by system (Milverton or Shakespeare) where appropriate, type
of record and date.
Electronic QMS records are retained exclusively under the QMS folder in E13-WATER
MONITORING drive within the P: drive of the Township of Perth East Computer
Network server.
QMS records shall be stored in a manner that protects them from damage or
deterioration, and in such a manner as to make them accessible. Care shall be taken to
ensure that no records, hard or soft copy, are exposed to elements or conditions that
may damage the integrity of the information contained therein.
Records shall be retained in either hard or soft copy per the retention times indicated in
the Records Retention section listed below.
Records that have exceeded the minimum retention times, and are not required to be
retained for knowledge, legal or other purposes, shall be archived or disposed of at the
discretion of the QMS Representative. The QMS Representative will document all
records being disposed of on the Records Management Destruction Notice Form.
Any records that are retained for knowledge, legal or other purposes beyond the
specified minimum retention time shall be stored separate from those records that are
deemed to be current.
Where required by regulation, records shall be made available for public viewing
through the Municipal website, or by other practical means.
All records shall be readily retrievable for the purposes of the Owner, internal and
external auditors, municipal employees and inspectors.
Records Retention
All records that demonstrate compliance to legislation and regulations shall be retained
for the following minimum time periods:
Two Years


Microbiological Results



Turbidity Results
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Free Chlorine Residuals



On-line Free Chlorine Residuals



Corrective Action Retest Results



Water System Maintenance Records

Five Years


Log Books

Six Years


Nitrates/Nitrites Results



Schedule 23/24 Results



Lead Results



Chemical / Radiological Retest Results (Large Municipal Residential)



Pesticides Retest Results (Large Municipal Residential)



Health Related Retest Results (Large Municipal Residential)



Annual Reports



MOE Inspection Reports

Fifteen Years



Sodium Results
Fluoride Results



Sodium Retest Results



Chemical / Radiological Retest Results (Small Municipal Residential)



Pesticides Retest Results (Small Municipal Residential)



Health Related Retest Results (Small Municipal Residential)
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All records required to demonstrate conformance to the requirements of the
DWQMS shall be retained for the following minimum time periods:
Five Years


Completed Corrective Action Forms



Internal QMS Audit Results



External QMS Audit Results



Management Review Minutes



Calibration Results



Consumer Enquiries (Relating to Drinking Water Quality)



Maintenance/Service Requests



Emergency Plan Test Results



Maintenance Records



Records of Competency/Training

Back-Up of DWQMS Electronic Records
The QMS folder on the Township of Perth East Computer Network is automatically
backed-up on a daily basis.

5 Associated Documents and Records


QMS Folder – located on Township of Perth East server



Master List of Documents – located with the QMS Representative



DWQMS Document Templates – located with the QMS Representative
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Risk Assessment Procedure
PE-QMS-P3

Document No.

Title

Risk Assessment
Procedure

PE-QMS-P3
Effective Date

Version

November 16, 2021 2

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to define how the Township of Perth East identifies,
assesses, and ranks potential hazardous events and associated hazards. Control
measures, critical control limits and critical control points are also identified.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution
Systems.

3 References
DWQMS Element 7 and 8 Risk Assessments and Outcomes

4 Procedure
4.1

The Risk Assessment Table Form shall be used to document this process.

Hazard/Hazardous Event Identification
4.2

The QMS Representative shall assemble a team to discuss and identify all
potential hazards to the water systems. The team members at a minimum
shall include the QMS Representative, the Manager of Public Works and Parks,
the Chief Operator, and Utility Operators as available.

4.3

Each process area of the systems shall be reviewed to identify potential
hazards and identified hazards shall be recorded in the table.

4.4

For each hazard, control measures that are in place to prevent the hazard
or hazardous events from occurring shall be identified.

Ranking the Risk
4.5

With the potential and actual hazards identified, the risks associated with
the hazardous events must be assessed. The method chosen for use by the
Risk Assessment Team is based on likelihood, severity and detectability.
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Likelihood is the probability of a hazard or hazardous event occurring. It is determined
by how often or likely a hazard or a hazardous event occurs. It takes into account
hazards or hazardous events that have occurred in the past and likelihood of their
reoccurrence.
Severity involves the consequence of the hazard or hazardous event if the hazard is
not controlled.
Detectability is the ability to detect a hazard. As the ability to detect a hazard
decreases, the associated risk increases. Hazards that cannot be defined or detected
have a higher risk factor. Risks that can easily be detected have a lower risk factor.
Each potential and actual hazard identified is assigned a numeric value ranging from 1
to 5 in the three different categories. The three assigned numbers for each event are
combined to determine the overall risk value.
Table 1: Risk Assessment Criteria
Criteria 1 - Likelihood
Level Description
5

Almost Certain

4

Likely

3

Possible

2

Unlikely

1

Rare

Example Description
Is expected to occur and in most circumstances occurs more
frequently than on a monthly basis.
Will probably occur and in most circumstances occurs
monthly to quarterly.
Might occur at some time/ the event should occur at some
time; likely to occur once or more per year.
Could occur at some time with a likelihood of occurring less
than once every 5 to 10 yrs.
May occur in exceptional circumstances.

Criteria 2 – Severity
Level Description
5

Example Description
Major impact for large proportion of population, complete
Catastrophic
failure of essential systems.

4

Major

3

Moderate

2

Minor

1

Insignificant

Revision Two

Major impact for small proportion of population, system compromise
and abnormal operation if at all. High level monitoring required
Minor impact for larger proportion of population, significant
modification to normal operation but manageable. Operation costs
increased, increased monitoring.
Minor impact for small proportion of population, some manageable
operation disruption slight increase in operating costs

Insignificant impact, little disruption to normal operation, low to
minimal increase in normal operation costs
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Criteria 3 – Detectability
Level Description

Example Description

5

Undetectable

Cannot detect.

4

Poor Detectability

Visually detectable, but not inspected on a regular basis.
Would not be detected before a problem was evident; e.g.
Lab tests that are not done on a regular basis.

3

Detectable

Visually detectable during operator checks; regular
maintenance likely to identify the problem.

2

Moderate
Detectability

Alarm/pager OR automatic response.

1

High Detectability

Automatic response AND alarm.

Risk Analysis
Level of
Likelihood+Severity+Detectibility

Risk Category

3-5

Low

6-8

Moderate

9-15

High

4.6

The reliability and redundancy of equipment shall be considered.

4.7

The control measures and monitoring and response procedures shall be
identified and considered when assigning ratings to hazards and hazardous
events.

4.8

The total risk shall be determined by the summation of individual scores for
likelihood, severity and detectability, as defined by the tables below.

4.9

Supporting notes and comments, as needed, may be recorded in the table.

Critical Control Points
4.10

The team has the authority to add or subtract CCP’s from the list.

4.11 Items that cannot be controlled will not be considered Critical Control Points,
regardless of their score.
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4.12

In the case where a process step having a higher calculated risk value is not
determined by the group as critical, an explanation of the reasoning for
this distinction shall be documented in the table

4.13

An explanation of the reasoning shall also be documented when the group
deems a process step associated with a lower calculated risk as critical.

4.14

All hazards or hazardous events which have an overall risk rating of 9 or greater
shall be identified on the table. The process step associated with
each risk rating 9 or greater shall be designated as a critical control point
(CCP). Risk ratings that fall at or below 9 may have a CCP Procedure or ERP
developed at the discretion of the Risk Assessment Team.

4.15

For each critical control point, the following information shall be recorded
in the Risk Assessment Table:

4.16



Reference to monitoring procedures or SOPs, to describe what is
monitored to indicate that the process step has gone out of specified
critical control limits



Reference to Critical Control Point Procedures, Emergency Response
Procedures or SOP’s to describe the response to deviation from critical
control limits, including reporting and recording of information, and the
reliability and redundancy of equipment

If required, the QMS Representative shall draft the response procedures for
deviations to critical control limits, as per the Control of Documents Procedure.

Assessment Review Requirements
4.17

The QMS representative shall ensure that relevant information is circulated
to all members of the Risk Assessment Team, Top Management, and other
relevant staff.

4.18

Top Management and relevant staff shall review changes to the Risk
Assessment, and make comments if appropriate.

4.19

At least once per year, the QMS Representative shall review the risk
assessment and ensure that the information and assumptions remain current
and valid. This may be conducted prior to the QMS Management Review
or more frequently if a significant process change or upgrade has occurred.
Every 3 years, the QMS Representative shall ensure a new risk assessment is
conducted.

4.20
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5 Associated Documents and Records


Perth East Risk Assessment Tables

6 History of Changes
Revision Date
Two
11/16/2021

Revision Two

Description
Grammatical changes made to section 4.8.
Section 4.11 added, following subsections
re-numbered. Section title changed from
Risk Assessment to Assessment Review
Requirements.
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Personnel Coverage Procedure
PE-QMS-P4

Title

Document No.

Personnel Coverage
Procedure

PE-QMS-P4
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to define the processes needed to ensure coverage for
the positions directly related to the operation of the Pert East well supply and
distribution systems.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the waterworks staff directly involved in the operation and
maintenance of the Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution Systems
that are owned and operated by Township of Perth East.

3 References
DWQMS Element 11 – Personnel Coverage

4 Procedure
Establishing Overall Responsible Operator
4.1

The Chief Operator shall act as the ORO for the Perth East Water Supply and
Distribution Systems.

4.2

The Chief Operator shall record the ORO hours for each system and each
operator.

Establishing Operator-in-Charge
4.3

The Chief Operator shall award the OIC designation to operators as per the
document entitled Overall Responsible Operator/Operator in Charge.

4.4

The Chief Operator shall record the OIC hours for each system and each
operator.

Establishing and Maintaining Emergency Contacts
4.5

The Chief Operator and QMS Representative shall review and update the
Emergency Contact List annually, or as needed.
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4.7

The Chief Operator and QMS Representative shall ensure that a current
Emergency Contact List is posted in all treatment facilities and in all Operations
and Maintenance manuals. A current version will also be placed in the Perth East
Waterworks Contingency Plan.

Emergency Response Personnel
4.8

Off hour emergencies shall be handled by the on-call Operator

4.9

All alarms developing in the water systems area are automatically sent by radio
signal to each well. The dialer is programmed to direct calls according to the
following table:

On-Call Dialer Sequence
Destination
Chief Operator Cell Phone
Chief Operator Cell Phone
Operations Coordinator Cell Phone
Operations Coordinator Cell Phone
Public Works On-Call Pager
Public Works On-Call Pager

Acceptable On-call response time is 20 minutes.
4.10 If the On-call operator needs assistance depending on the nature of the
emergency, the on-call operator may call the Overall Responsible Operator
(ORO) for direction. If deemed necessary by the on-call Operator and the ORO,
other Perth East Public Works staff may be called in to assist with the
emergency.

5 Associated Documents and Records


Operations and Maintenance Manuals



Emergency Contact List
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Communications Procedure
PE-QMS-P5

Title

Communications
Procedure

Document No.

PE-QMS-P5
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to define the processes needed for the effective
communication of the Quality Management System by Top Management to the owner,
waterworks staff, suppliers and the public.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the means of communicating the QMS to the owner, all
waterworks personnel, suppliers and the public.

3 References
DWQMS Element 12 – Communications

4 Procedure
QMS Policy Communication
4.1

Top Management shall ensure that the QMS Representative keeps a copy of the
QMS Policy posted at the Perth East Well Houses and the Township of Perth
East Municipal Office.

4.2

The QMS Policy shall be available to the public via the Township of Perth East
website www.pertheast.ca.

Owner Communication
4.3

Top Management shall ensure that a current copy of the operational plan is
made available to Council, following the annual Management Review.

Waterworks Personnel Communication
4.4

DWQMS Awareness Training shall be delivered to all Waterworks
Personnel.
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4.5

New waterworks personnel hired after the DWQMS has been implemented shall
have the requirements of the DWQMS communicated to them during new
employee orientation.

4.6

Annually, following the Management Review, the QMS Representative shall
provide an information session to update all Waterworks personnel on the current
QMS.

4.7

Other relevant aspects of the QMS may be communicated from Top
Management to or from suppliers via the QMS Rep, as required.

Supplier Communication
4.8

Top Management shall ensure that the QMS Representative provides a copy of
the QMS policy to all suppliers that are listed in Element 13 – Essential Supplies
and Services.

4.9

Top Management shall ensure that the QMS Representative provides, to all
suppliers that are listed in Element 13 – Essential Supplies and Services, any
relevant procedures that are associated with the supply or services that they
offer.

4.10

The QMS Representative shall ensure that the list of suppliers noted in Element
13 – Essential Supplies and Services is updated annually and mailings are
issued to all new suppliers.

Public Communication
4.11

Top Management shall ensure that the Operational Plan is made available at the
Township of Perth East Municipal Office. This shall be communicated to the
public through the use of notification on the Township of Perth East website,
www.pertheast.ca.

4.12

The QMS Policy shall be posted in the Perth East Municipal Office for public
access and viewing. The QMS Policy shall also be posted on the Township of
Perth East website, www.pertheast.ca .

5 Associated Documents and Records


Perth East QMS Policy



Water works personnel training records



Essential Supplies and Services List
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Essential Supplies and Services Procedure
PE-QMS-P6

Title

Essential Supplies and
Services Procedure

Document No.

PE-QMS-P6
Effective Date

Version

January 12, 2022

2

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to define the processes needed to ensure the quality of
essential supplies and services and that a means to procure the identified essential
supplies and services are available at all times.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to all essential supplies and services that are needed for the
delivery of safe drinking water to all residents of the Township of Perth East.

3 References
DWQMS Element 13 – Essential Supplies and Services

4 Procedure
Identifying Essential Supplies and Services
4.1

The QMS Representative and the Chief Operator shall review the Essential
Supplies and Services List annually to ensure that the information is current and
correct.

4.2

Any new suppliers deemed to be essential by the QMS Representative and the
Chief Operator shall be added to the Essential Supplies and Services List and
alternatively if any are deemed non-essential, they will be removed.

Supplier and Service Provider Requirements
4.3

The QMS Representative shall send a letter to all Essential Suppliers and
Service Providers on the Essential Supplies and Services List that details the
following requirements:
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 All chemical and materials supplied for use in the treatment process must
meet AWWA and ANSI standards in accordance with the Safe Drinking
Water Act
 All chemicals must be NSF approved
 Current Material Safety Data Sheets shall be provided for all chemicals
supplied
 All delivery vehicles used to deliver chemicals shall be equipped with the
appropriate safety and environmental gear in the event of a spill
 The supplier is able to respond quickly in the event of an emergency
 The supplier provide current emergency contact information
All new suppliers and suppliers not currently on the Essential Supplier listing are
required to complete an Essential Supplies and Services Contact Information
Sheet provided by the Township of Perth East before any work is performed.
Purchasing Methods
4.4

Waterworks staff shall inform the Chief Operator when chemicals or materials are
needed to be purchased.

4.5

The Chief Operator may delegate purchasing duties to a Utility Operator when
necessary.

4.6

Utility Operators may purchase supplies as needed up to a $100 value without
ORO approval.

4.7

The Chief Operator may contact the Perth East Public Works Manager for
approval when supplies or services over a $1000 value are needed.

Monitoring Supplies and Services
4.8

On an annual basis, the QMS Representative and the Chief Operator shall
evaluate supplier performance by reviewing the following:
 What percentages of deliveries have been on time?
 Have there been any spills or other on-site incidences attributable to the
supplier?
 Has the product always been acceptable?
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 Has the supplier responded to all inquiries in a timely manner?
 Has all relevant documentation been provided?
4.9

All waterworks personnel shall be informed of the requirements for supplies and
services.

5 Supplier List
Supply or Service
Accredited
Laboratory
Services
Sodium
Hypochlorite

Instrumentation
Calibration – Hand
Held Units

Water Meter
Calibrations

Electrical
Contractors
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Primary Supplier
ALS Environmental
60 Northland Road, Unit 1
Waterloo, Ontario
N2V 2B8
519-886-6910 or 226-339-2229
Jutzi Water Technologies
525 Wright Boulevard
Stratford, Ontario
N4Z 1H3
519-814-9283
519-276-7970 (Brian Jutzi)
SCG Flowmetrix
2088 Jetstream Road
London, Ontario
N4Z 1H3
905-738-2355
Sheena Cooper
SCG Flowmetrix
2088 Jetstream Road
London, Ontario
N4Z 1H3
905-738-2355
Sheena Cooper
Brame Electric Inc.
45 Cambria Street
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 1G8
519-305-3227
519-301-6627 (Rory MacCuaig)
519-301-0327 (Shawn Adair)

Secondary Supplier

Keytech Water Management
33 McIntyre Drive
Kitchener, Ontario
N2R 1E4
519-748-4822

Selectra Inc.
750 Douro Street
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 0E3
519-271-0322
519-272-3555 (Paul Seigner)
519-274-3908 (Ryan Herbert)
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Generator Service

Uninterruptible
Power Service
(UPS)
Chemical Pumps

Distribution
Supplies

Well Service

Well Inspection

Flow Control
Calibration &
Service
SCADA
Programming/
Communications
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T & T Power Group
1430 Hutchison Road
Wellesley, Ontario
N0B 2T0
519-669-2005
226-747-5309 (Scott Leonard)
Permanent Waves Inc.
57 Cherry Blossom Road
Cambridge, Ontario
N3H 4R6
519-222-2555 (Dave Bolton)
SCG Process
15 Connie Crescent, Unit 3
Concord, Ontario
L4K 1L3
905-738-2355
416-219-9475 (Bill Luisser)
J.A. Porters
2944 Line 34, Ontario Street
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 6S5
519-274-5554
W.D. Hopper & Sons Ltd.
RR#2
Seaforth, Ontario
N0K 1W0
519-522-1737
519-671-9887 (Paul Hopper)
W.D. Hopper & Sons Ltd.
RR#2
Seaforth, Ontario
N0K 1W0
519-522-1737
519-671-9887 (Paul Hopper)
Devine and Associates Ltd.
1 Valleywood Drive, Suite 101
Markham, Ontario
L3R 5L9
905-479-2130
Datasoft Software Solutions
122 Commissioners Road East
London, Ontario
N6C 2T1
519-317-2657 (Rick Beer)

Sommers Generators
70 Packham Road
Stratford, Ontario
N4Z 0A6
1-800-690-2396

Wolseley Waterworks
760 Little Simcoe Street
London, Ontario
N5Z 1P4
519-963-1004
519-223-1696 (Ryan Lengyell)
Lotowater Technical Services
92 Scott Avenue
Paris, Ontario
N3L 3R1
1-800-923-6923
Lotowater Technical Services
92 Scott Avenue
Paris, Ontario
N3L 3R1
1-800-923-6923
Syntec Process Equipment Ltd.
77 Pillsworth Road, Unit 12
Bolton, Ontario
L7E 4G4
905-951-8000
Selectra Inc.
750 Douro Street
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 0E3
519-271-0322
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Diesel Fuel Supply

Core Fuels
219 Lorne Avenue East
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 6S4
519-272-0090

Jutzi Fuels
279 Lorne Avenue East
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 6S4
519-271-9831

6 Associated Documents and Records


Essential Suppliers and Services Contact Information Sheet

7 History of Changes
Revision Date
Two
01/12/2022

Revision Two

Description
Updated Essential Supplies & Services
List for 2022.
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Review and Provision of Infrastructure Procedure
PE-QMS-P7

Title

Document No.

Review and Provision
of Infrastructure
Procedure

PE-QMS-P7
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
This procedure defines the process used by the Township of Perth East to review the
adequacy of the infrastructure and resources necessary to operate and maintain the
Perth East drinking water systems safely and effectively. This procedure ensures
periodic evaluation of the condition and capacity of infrastructure components. The
results of the evaluation are used to prioritize future resource allocation.

2 References
DWQMS Element 14 – Review & Provision of Infrastructure

3 Procedure


The need for infrastructure will be communicated to the Owner on an
as-needed basis



Communication methods can include verbal, e-mail and system summary
reports, usually between the Chief Operator, the Operations Coordinator
and Perth East Top Management

 Infrastructure review is conducted annually between Perth East Top
Management, Operational Staff and the QMS Rep.


The named managers and staff shall consider previous MOE Compliance
Inspection Reports, flow data trends, water quality reports and
maintenance records to determine priority needs

4 Determining Priorities


The Owner maintains plans to determine how the area will grow, both short
term and long term, and where they believe infrastructure and resources will
be necessary. These plans are development-driven.



The long term forecast for major infrastructure maintenance, rehabilitation,
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and renewal activities will be reviewed annually and discussed at the
Infrastructure Review meeting each year.



MOE Compliance reports will often include infrastructure items (i.e.
watermains in the distribution system) and will sometimes include
recommendations.



Areas of concern will also be recognized based on past issues (i.e.
watermain breaks).



Based on all of these items, priorities can be set for the provision of
resources for infrastructure.

5 Associated Documents


Infrastructure Review Report



MOE Compliance Inspection Reports

6 Table of Revisions
Revision Date

Revision One

Description
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By

October 22, 2021

Infrastructure Maintenance, Rehabilitation and
Renewal Procedure
PE-QMS-P8

Title

Infrastructure Maintenance,
Rehabilitation and Renewal Procedure

Document No.

PE-QMS-P8
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to define the processes and procedures needed to
ensure the maintenance, rehabilitation and renewal of waterworks infrastructure is
performed, leading to the safe and secure supply of drinking water for the residents of
the Township of Perth East.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the Township of Perth East infrastructure in operation of the
Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution systems.

References
DWQMS Element 15 – Infrastructure Maintenance, Rehabilitation and Renewal

4 Procedure
The waterworks staff including the Operations Coordinator and the Manager of Public
Works shall meet on an annual basis to review infrastructure maintenance, renewal and
rehabilitation.
Planned Maintenance
4.1

The Chief Operator shall schedule planned maintenance activities according to
the MESH Preventative Maintenance Program & the Perth East Well Inspection
and Maintenance Plan.

4.2

The MESH Preventative Maintenance Program shall be updated on an annual
basis or as needed by the Operations Coordinator or the Chief Operator.

4.3

All planned maintenance activities shall be recorded and logged in the well house
logs or the distribution log.
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4.4

The Chief Operator shall inform the Perth East Operations Coordinator of any
planned maintenance activities that require public notice at least two weeks prior
to commencement of the activity.

4.5

The Perth East Operations Coordinator shall submit the notice to local
newspapers for publication and/or published on the Perth East website as
deemed necessary, the week prior to the scheduled activity.

4.6

The Perth East Operations Coordinator shall retain and file the notice at the
Public Works office.

Unplanned Maintenance
4.7

All unplanned maintenance required during regular working hours shall be
arranged by the ORO in consultation with the OIC operator.

4.8

All unplanned maintenance required during off hours shall be arranged by the oncall operator in consultation with the ORO. Assistance may be required from the
ORO as required.

4.9

The Emergency Contact List contains names and numbers for contractors that
may need to be contacted to assist with the unplanned maintenance.
The Emergency Contact List is available in all contingency plans located at each
well house.

4.10

The ORO may contact additional public works staff to assist with the
maintenance activity when necessary.

4.11

All unplanned maintenance activities shall be recorded and logged in the well
house logs or the distribution log.

Customer Generated Unplanned Maintenance
4.12

Customer generated requests and complaints are received by the Perth East
Municipal Office and forwarded to the Perth East Public Works Department.

4.13

Customer requests and/or complaints for water system maintenance are logged
onto the Record of Water Complaint form. Once the form is filled out it is
provided to the Operations Coordinator or the Perth East Public Works Manager
to determine the required response, if necessary.

4.16

Once the request and/or complaint is resolved the Operations Coordinator files
the Record of Water Complaint Form in the Municipal Office in addition to the
QMS Folder on the Perth East network server.
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5 Renewal


Infrastructure renewal plans will be discussed at the annual meeting.

6 Rehabilitation


Infrastructure rehabilitation plans will be discussed at the annual meeting.

7 Associated Documents and Record


MESH Preventative Maintenance Program



Perth East Well Inspection and Maintenance Plan



Emergency Contact List



Record of Water Complaint Form

8 History of Changes
Revision Date

Revision One
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October 22, 2021

Sampling Testing and Monitoring Procedure
Milverton Drinking Water System
PE-QMS-P9-M

Title

Document No.

Sampling, Testing &
Monitoring Procedure

PE-QMS-P9-M
Effective Date

Version

February 1, 2022

2

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that all waterworks personnel are able to
sample, test and monitor the Milverton Drinking Water System.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the sampling, testing and monitoring activities for the
Milverton Drinking Water System.

3 References
DWQMS Element 16 Sampling, Testing & Monitoring

4 Procedure
Establishing and Maintaining Sampling Locations
4.1

The Chief Operator and the Operations Coordinator together shall review the
current population, legislative requirements and the number of samples being
taken on an annual basis and if necessary, update the planned sample locations
on the Milverton Distribution map.

4.2

The Chief Operator and Operations Coordinator shall update the sample
locations on an as required basis in the event of any unforeseen changes.

Establishing and Maintaining a Sampling Schedule
4.3

The Chief Operator and Operations Coordinator shall create the sampling
schedule.

4.4

The Chief Operator and Operations Coordinator shall update the sampling
schedule on an as required basis in the event of any unforeseen changes.
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Table 1 - 2022 Milverton Sampling Plan
Sample
Type
Raw Water:
Well #4
Well #6

Treated:

Parameter

E. Coli
Total Coliforms
Turbidity

Chlorine Residual
E. Coli
Total Coliforms
HPC
Arsenic
Nitrates/Nitrites
Inorganics (Schedule 23)
Organics (Schedule 24)
Sodium
Fluoride

Distribution:

Chlorine Residual
THMs
HHAs
E. Coli
Total Coliforms
HPC
pH and Alkalinity
Lead, pH and Alkalinity

Frequency

No. of
Tests

Laboratory

Weekly
Weekly
Monthly

1
1
1

External
External
In-House

SDWA
SDWA
SDWA

Continuous
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
3 months
3 months
36 months
36 months
60 months
60 months

Cont.

1
1
1
1
1
1

On-Line
External
External
External
External
External
External
External
External
External

SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA

Weekly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
1st and 3rd Q

7
1
1
3
3
3
2

In-House
External
External
External
External
External
External

SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA

1st and 3rd Quarter every 3 years
(not required in 2022)

2

External

SDWA

1
1
1

Required By:
(Act, Reg, CofA
Order, etc)

*The above table is based on O. Reg. 170/03
External Testing and Results
4.5

All samples for external testing shall follow the Milverton Sampling Schedule and
be sent to ALS Laboratory Group, which is an accredited lab. Samples are
collected using methods recommended by the Ministry of the Environment’s
guideline Practices for the Collection and Handling of Drinking Water
Samples.

4.6

A digital copy of test results are provided by the external laboratory to the Chief
Operator and Operations Coordinator, who shall review test results against
legislated requirements.

4.7

The Chief Operator shall print and file a copy of all lab analyses at the Milverton
Public Works Shop.

4.8

The Perth East Operations Coordinator shall print a copy of all lab analyses and
will file and make available for public viewing upon request at the Perth East
Municipal Office.

4.9

The laboratory provides immediate oral notification to the Township of Perth East
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of any adverse results as defined by Schedule 16 of O. Reg.170/03.
4.10

If an adverse result has occurred based on the sample results from the lab, the
operator shall follow PE-SOP-1 – Responding to Indicators of Adverse Water
Quality – External Labs.

Internal Testing and Results
4.11

Samples shall be tested internally by the Operators, following manufacturer
instructions for the lab equipment.

4.12

Internal testing is performed using hand held meters that are calibrated as per
manufacturer’s instructions. All continuous monitoring equipment utilized for
sampling and testing required by Ontario Regulation 170/03 are calibrated,
maintained, and operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

4.13

The on-line chlorine residual analyzer located at the Milverton wellhouse tests
the treated water just prior to entry into the distribution system.

4.14

When collecting lead samples, pH shall be tested following legislative
requirements.

4.15

Unsatisfactory results shall be documented in the logbook, and communicated
and investigated by the Operations Coordinator.

System Monitoring
4.16

The Chief Operator shall ensure that the SCADA program monitors and records
the free chlorine residuals as required by Ontario Regulation 170/03.

4.17

The Chief Operator shall ensure that the Daily Water Report generated by the
reporting software for all water systems is reviewed and filed at the Milverton
Public Works Shop in addition to digitally filed on the Township of Perth East
Computer Network.

Sampling and Testing for New Watermains
4.18

After the installation and commissioning new watermains, samples shall be taken
by the Operators and processed at an accredited Lab. Results shall be sent to
the Chief Operator for review. When testing specifications are met, the Chief
Operator shall file results in the “Watermain Commissioning” subfolder within the
QMS folder.
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Upstream Sampling
4.19

The Milverton wells provide source water from drilled bedrock wells and are
considered to be relatively stable, non-GUDI water sources. Upstream sampling
is not required for this system.

5 Associated Documents and Records


Milverton Distribution Map



Monthly Wellhouse Logs

 Daily Water Reports


Laboratory Test Results



PE-SOP-1 - Responding to Indicators of Adverse Water Quality – External Lab



PE-SOP-3 – Treated Water Free Chlorine Residuals



PE-SOP-4 – Distribution Water Free Chlorine Residuals



PE-SOP-5 - Turbidity Sampling



Practices for the Collection and Handling of Drinking Water Samples

6 History of Change
Revision Date
Two
02/01/2022

Revision Two

Description
Sampling Plan updated for 2022.

By
J. Collings
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Sampling Testing and Monitoring Procedure
Shakespeare Drinking Water System
PE-QMS-P9-S

Title

Document No.

Sampling, Testing &
Monitoring Procedure

PE-QMS-P9-S
Effective Date

Version

February 1, 2022

2

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that all waterworks personnel are able to
sample, test and monitor the Shakespeare Drinking Water System.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the sampling, testing and monitoring activities for the
Shakespeare Drinking Water System.

3 References
DWQMS Element 16 Sampling, Testing & Monitoring

4 Procedure
Establishing and Maintaining Sampling Locations
4.1

The Chief Operator and the Operations Coordinator together shall review the
current population, legislative requirements and the number of samples being
taken on an annual basis and if necessary, update the planned sample locations
on the Shakespeare Distribution map.

4.2

The Chief Operator and the Operations Coordinator shall update the sample
locations on an as required basis in the event of any unforeseen changes.

Establishing and Maintaining a Sampling Schedule
4.3

The Chief Operator and Operations Coordinator shall create the sampling
schedule.

4.4

The Chief Operator and Operations Coordinator shall update the sampling
schedule on as required basis in the event of any unforeseen changes.
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Table 1 – 2022 Shakespeare Sampling Plan
Sample
Type
Raw Water:
Well #1
Well #2

Treated:

Parameter

E. Coli
Total Coliforms
Turbidity
Arsenic
Chlorine Residual
E. Coli
Total Coliforms
HPC
Arsenic
Nitrates/Nitrites
Inorganics (Schedule 23)
Organics (Schedule 24)
Sodium
Fluoride

Distribution:

Chlorine Residual
THMs
HHAs
E. Coli
Total Coliforms
HPC
pH and Alkalinity
Lead, pH and Alkalinity

Frequency

No. of
Tests

Laboratory

Weekly
Weekly
Monthly
Monthly

1
1
1

External
External
In-House
External

SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
MDWL

Continuous
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Monthly
3 months
36 months
36 months
60 months
60 months

Cont.

1
1
1
1
1

On-Line
External
External
External
External
External
External
External
External
External

SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
MDWL
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA

Weekly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
1st and 3rd Q

7
1
1
2
2
2
1

In-House
External
External
External
External
External
External

SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA
SDWA

1st and 3rd Quarter every 3 years
(not required in 2022)

1

External

SDWA

1

1
1
1
1

Required By:
(Act, Reg, CofA
Order, etc)

*The above table is based on O.Reg 170/03
External Testing and Results
4.5

All samples for external testing shall follow the Shakespeare Sampling Schedule
and be sent to ALS Laboratory Group, which is an accredited lab. Samples are
collected using methods recommended by the Ministry of the Environment’s
guideline Practices for the Collection and Handling of Drinking Water
Samples.

4.6

Digital copy test results are provided by the external laboratory to the Chief
Operator and Operations Coordinator, who shall review the result against
legislated requirements.

4.7

The Chief Operator shall print and file a copy of all lab analyses at the Milverton
Public Works Shop.

4.8

The Operations Coordinator shall print a copy of all lab analyses and will file and
make available for public viewing upon request at the Perth East Municipal
Office.

4.9

The laboratory provides immediate oral notification to the Township of Perth East
of any adverse results as defined by Schedule 16 of O. Reg.170/03.
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4.10

If an adverse result has occurred based on the sample results from the lab, the
operator shall follow PE-SOP 1 – Responding to Indicators of Adverse Water
Quality – External Labs.

Internal Testing and Results
4.11

Samples shall be tested internally by the Operators, following manufacturer
instructions for the lab equipment.

4.12

Internal testing is performed using hand held meters that are calibrated as per
manufacturer’s instructions. All continuous monitoring equipment utilized for
sampling and testing required by Ontario Regulation 170/03 are calibrated,
maintained, and operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

4.13

The on-line chlorine residual analyzer located at the Shakespeare wellhouse
tests the treated water just prior to entry into the distribution system.

4.14

When collecting lead samples, pH shall be tested following legislative
requirements.

4.15

Unsatisfactory results shall be documented in the logbook, and communicated
and investigated by the Operations Coordinator.

System Monitoring
4.16

The Chief Operator shall ensure that the SCADA program monitors and records
the free chlorine residuals as required by Ontario Regulation 170/03.

4.17

The Chief Operator shall ensure that the Daily Water Report generated by the
reporting software for all water systems is reviewed and filed at the Milverton
Public Works Shop in addition to digitally filed on the Township of Perth East
Computer Network.

Sampling and Testing for New Watermains
4.18

After the installation and commissioning new watermains, samples shall be taken
by the Operators and processed at an accredited Lab. Results shall be sent to
the Chief Operator for review. When testing specifications are met, the Chief
Operator shall file results in the “Watermain Commissioning” subfolder within the
QMS folder.
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Upstream Sampling
4.19

The Shakespeare wells provide source water from drilled bedrock wells and are
considered to be relatively stable, non-GUDI water sources. Upstream sampling
is not required for this system.

5 Associated Documents and Records


Shakespeare Distribution Map



Monthly Wellhouse Logs



Daily Water Report



Laboratory Test Results



PE-SOP-1 - Responding to Indicators of Adverse Water Quality – External Lab



PE-SOP-3 – Treated Water Free Chlorine Residuals



PE-SOP-4 – Distribution Water Free Chlorine Residuals



PE-SOP-5 - Turbidity Sampling



Practices for the Collection and Handling of Drinking Water Samples

6 History of Change
Revision Date
Two
02/01/2022

Revision Two

Description
Sampling Plan updated for 2022.

By
J. Collings
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Measurement and Recording Equipment Calibration
and Maintenance Procedure
PE-QMS-P10

Title

Document No.

Measurement & Recording Equipment
Calibration & Maintenance Procedure

PE-QMS-P10
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021 1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to define the processes needed for the calibration and
maintenance of measurement and recording equipment used for the operation of the
Township of Perth East Drinking Water Systems.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the measurement and recording equipment used in the
operation of the Milverton and Shakespeare Drinking Water Systems

3 References
DWQMS Element 17 – Measurement and Recording Equipment Calibration and
Maintenance

4 Procedure
General
4.1

The Chief Operator and Operations Coordinator shall be responsible for creating
and maintaining the MESH Preventative Maintenance Program that includes
calibration and maintenance of measurement and recording equipment.

4.2

The Chief Operator shall be responsible for ensuring calibration and
maintenance requirements for new measuring equipment is identified and added
to the MESH Preventative Maintenance Program.

4.3

The Chief Operator shall submit copies of the calibration analysis reports to the
Operations Coordinator upon completion to be recorded in the Calibration
Checklist.

4.4

The Chief Operator and Operations Coordinator shall ensure all calibration
analysis reports are retained and filed at both the Milverton Public Works Shop
and Township of Perth East Municipal Office in addition to the QMS folder on the
Township of Perth East Computer Network.
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Calibration and Maintenance of On-line Chlorine Analyzers
4.5

The Chief Operator shall ensure that all on-line chorine analyzers are calibrated
and maintained when required based on the comparison to the hand held unit
results during regular well house inspections.

4.6

All calibration and maintenance shall be performed according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

4.7

All calibrations shall be recorded in the well log book and noted on the
Perth East Monthly Sheet for each well.

Calibration and Maintenance of Hand-Held Analyzers
4.8

The Chief Operator shall ensure that all hand-held analyzers are calibrated and
maintained according to the MESH Preventative Maintenance Program. The
frequency of the calibration and maintenance performed on all chlorine analyzers
shall meet, at minimum, the requirements or O. Reg 170/03 or the
manufacturer’s recommendations.

4.9

All calibration and maintenance shall be performed according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

Calibration and Maintenance of Flow Meters
4.10

The Chief Operator shall ensure that all flow meters at all well houses are
calibrated and maintained according to the MESH Preventative Maintenance
Program. The frequency of the calibration and maintenance of all flow meters
shall be on an annual basis as required by O. Reg 170/03.

4.11

Calibrations shall be performed by contractor as listed in Element 13 –
Essential Supplies and Services Supplier List.

5 Associated Documents and Records


MESH Preventative Maintenance Program



Calibration Checklist



Essential Supplies and Services Supplier List



Perth East Monthly Sheets
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Emergency Management Procedure
PE-QMS-P11

Title

Document No.

Emergency Management
Procedure

PE-QMS-P11
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to identify potential emergencies that can occur within
the Perth East Drinking Water Systems and to ensure that there are procedures in place
to respond to those emergencies, as well as to provide awareness, train and test staff in
the proper response to those emergencies.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to both the Milverton and Shakespeare Drinking Water Systems.

3 References
DWQMS Element 18 - Emergency Management

4 Procedure
Identifying Potential Emergencies
4.1

The Risk Assessment document shall be used for identifying potential
emergency situations that may arise.

4.2

Other sources of information for identifying potential emergencies may be used
and these include:


Ministry of Environment inspections



Internal Audits



Insurance company reviews



Records of past emergencies



News reports about emergencies in other systems



Perth East Contingency Plan
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Potential Emergencies
Emergency Description

Potential Outcome

Cross connection/ back flow prevention
failure
Biological/ Chemical contamination of
source water
Adverse water results

Contamination of distribution water

Terrorism
Power Failures
Loss of water pressure
Pandemic

Contamination of treated water
Contamination of treated or distribution
water
Service disruption, contamination of
treated water
No water service
No water service
Staffing shortage for response

Emergency Response and Recovery
4.3 Emergency Response Procedures cover the following information:

4.4



Assessing the situation



Protecting consumers, employees, visitors, equipment, vital records and other
assets



Communication methods with the community, personnel and responders



Shut down and startup of Operations



Restoring of Operations
Emergency Response SOP’s will reference Perth County’s Emergency
Management Plan where applicable.

Emergency Contacts
4.5

The Emergency Contacts List shall be maintained by the QMS Representative
and the Chief Operator and is located at the Township of Perth East Municipal
office, in all Operations and Maintenance Manuals, and is distributed to all
waterworks personnel.

Emergency Response Training
4.6

All waterworks personnel shall receive general emergency response training, on
an annual basis.
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4.7

Waterworks personnel who are identified with specific response roles may
receive additional training to cover their additional responsibilities, as per the
Competencies Procedure.

Emergency Response Testing
4.8

Emergency response testing shall take place on an annual basis.

4.9

Different testing methods may be used, depending on the complexity of
emergency, the ease of simulation and likelihood of occurrence.

4.10

All emergency response testing shall be documented.

Distribution of Procedures
4.11

Perth East emergency procedures shall be distributed to the Perth East Public
Works Manager, QMS Representative, Chief Operator, and all waterworks
operators as required.

5 Associated Documents and Records


Emergency Contact List



Emergency Response Procedures



Perth County’s Emergency Management Plan, Annexes and Appendices



Risk Assessment Procedure



Competencies Procedure



Perth East Contingency Plan

6 History of Changes
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Internal Audit Procedure
PE-QMS-P12

Document No.

Title

Internal Audit Procedure

PE-QMS-P12
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
This procedure describes the Internal Quality Audit process, which is used to verify the
following:


The QMS conforms to the requirements of the DWQMS



The QMS has been effectively implemented



The QMS has been effectively implemented and continually improved.

2 Scope
This procedure is applicable to all processes and activities that comprise the QMS for
the Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution Systems.

3 References
DWQMS Element 19 – Internal Audits

4 Procedure
Resources
4.1

The QMS Representative shall assign the responsibility of conducting internal
audits only to qualified persons.

4.2

The QMS Representative shall create and maintain a list of Qualified
Internal Auditors including names, titles, and qualifications. A copy of the
Internal Auditors’ qualifications shall be kept with the list.

4.3

Internal Auditors shall have received at least 16 hours of internal audit classroom
training before being considered to be qualified.

4.4

Internal Auditors may be sourced from other municipalities, consultants, etc.
provided that they are qualified.
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Frequency and Scope
4.5

The QMS Representative shall schedule Internal Quality Audits on an annual
basis.

4.6

Internal audits shall be conducted on each element of the QMS at least once a
calendar year. Additional audits may be scheduled based on previous audit
results.

4.7

The Audit Plan shall include:


Audit scope including QMS element, organizational activities and physical
locations as applicable



the scheduled date of the audit



the assigned Auditor



the completion date when applicable

Audit Preparation
4.8

The Internal Auditor shall create an audit file to be used as a repository for all
internal audit-related documentation. The file may be paper or electronic or a
combination of both.

4.9

An Internal Audit Checklist template has been created and can be found in
QMS Folder on the Perth East Computer Network. The QMS Representative is
responsible for maintaining the Internal Audit Checklist template.

4.10

The Internal Auditor shall:

4.11



Review previous internal and external audit results including audit reports,
CARs, and follow-up documentation.



Review existing QMS documentation including the
Operational Plan, procedures, and any other functionally related
documentation against the checklist.



Note any observations, findings, questions, or notes of concern.

The Internal Auditor shall advise both the auditee(s) and QMS
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Representative of the pending audit in writing before the audit is scheduled and
shall include the following:


Confirm the date, time, and location of the audit including where and when
the opening meeting will be held



Confirm the audit agenda



The audit scope and objectives

Conducting the Audit
4.12

The Internal Auditor shall conduct the audit by means of the following activities:


Observing activities



Reviewing documentation and records



Interviewing personnel as necessary



Documenting the results of all reviews and interviews to ensure that the
status of the audited elements of the QMS have been effectively covered

4.13

The Internal Auditor shall use the Internal Audit Checklist as both a guide for
conducting the audit and as a record of reviews and interviews.

4.14

The Internal Auditor shall indicate Conformance, Partial Conformance, or
Non-Conformance in the corresponding column of the checklist for all
documented findings.

4.15

The Internal Auditor shall document the objective evidence gathered during the
course of the audit Findings section of the Audit Checklist.
Information shall include the following:

4.16



Record identification including record name and date



Interviewee identification including name and position

The Internal Auditor shall make detailed records of all non-conformances that
identify the following:


The applicable requirement of the DWQMS that has not been met
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4.17



The non-conformance



The objective evidence that supports the non-conformance

The Internal Auditor shall conduct a closing meeting with the QMS
Representative and auditees to:


Present strengths and weaknesses of the QMS



Clarify all misunderstandings



Identity all non-conformances



Discuss the importance of corrective actions



Solicit commitments on corrective actions

Reporting the Results
4.18

The Internal Auditor shall submit a completed written Internal Audit
Report, including the completed DWQMS checklist, to the QMS
Representative within 7 business days of the internal audit.

4.19

The Internal Audit Report shall be in narrative form and include any
Corrective Actions Requests (CARs) required to address discrepancies between
the QMS and the DWQMS, or between the QMS and how it is actually
implemented, including a reference to the applicable section of the
Standard.

4.20

The Internal Audit Report shall also include:


System name(s)



The date, time, and location of the audit



Internal Auditor’s name and signature



the audit scope and objectives



a summary of the closing meeting
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Follow-Up
4.21

CARs shall be addressed as per the Corrective Action Procedure.

4.22

Responses to CARs shall be designated to the responsible individual by the
QMS Representative.

4.23

When all CARs have been addressed, verified, and signed off as per the
Corrective Action Procedure, the internal audit shall be considered closed.

4.24

The QMS Representative shall retain the Internal Audit Report, copy of the
completed checklist, and all related CARs.

5 Associated Documents and Records


Corrective Action Procedure



Record of Auditor Training



Internal Audit Schedule



Completed Internal Audit Checklist



Audit Report (one each system)



Corrective Action Request Blank Forms



Completed Corrective Action Requests (for each system as applicable)

6 History of Changes
Revision Date
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Management Review Procedure
PE-QMS-P13

Title

Management Review
Procedure

Document No.

PE-QMS-P13
Effective Date

Version

April 18, 2022

2

1 Purpose
This procedure defines the Management Review process used to evaluate the
continuing suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the QMS.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the Management Review of all processes and activities of the
QMS, as documented in the Operational Plan for the Milverton and Shakespeare Well
Supply and Distribution Systems.
Each system shall be reviewed separately but may be reported on collectively in the
event that both systems were reviewed in the same meeting.

3 References
DWQMS Element 20 – Management Review

4 Procedure
Preparation
4.1

Management Reviews shall be conducted once each calendar year, at a
minimum. Additional Management Reviews may be scheduled as required.

4.2

Top Management and the QMS Representative shall conduct the Management
Review.

4.3

The QMS Representative shall schedule the Management Review meeting and
arrange for attendees.

4.4

The QMS Representative shall prepare an agenda for the meeting based on the
summaries listed in item 4.5 below.

4.5

The QMS Representative shall prepare summaries of the following information
prior to the meeting:
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incidents of adverse drinking water tests



deviations from critical control point limits and response actions



the efficacy of the risk assessment process



results of internal, external, NSF-ISR and 3rd party audits



results of relevant emergency response testing



raw water supply & drinking water quality trends



follow-up on actions items from previous management reviews



status of management action items (if any) identified between reviews



changes in resource requirements, infrastructure, process, personnel, the
DWQMS or regulations that could affect the QMS



consumer feedback



the resources needed to maintain the QMS



the results of the infrastructure review



Operational Plan currency, content and updates



staff suggestions

Review Process
4.6

Each input item shall be reviewed by the participants in order to identify if, where
and when improvements to the QMS and its procedures are required. These may
include opportunities for improvement related to:


the effectiveness of the QMS and related procedures



the ability of the Operating Authority to implement the QMS



the provision of adequate resources



consumer satisfaction
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4.7

The Management Review participants shall identify action items, responsibilities
for action items, and timelines for each action item. Action items to be assigned
will be added as Corrective Maintenance Task through the MESH platform by the
Operations Coordinator and sent to the person responsible for the task.

4.8

The QMS Representative shall make note of any changes or action items
required during the course of the review.

Review output
4.9

The output from the Management Review shall include meeting minutes
prepared by the QMS Representative. These minutes shall include:


The date and time of the Management Review and the names of
Participants



Items reviewed



Any identified deficiencies



A list of “action” items. All action items shall identify an individual
responsible and the proposed timelines for implementation



Recommendation(s) for any resources needed for maintenance or
improvement of the QMS

4.10

The meeting minutes shall be available for presentation to Perth East Council
within 30 days of the Management Review Meeting.

4.11

The QMS Representative shall be responsible for the communication of and
implementation or coordination of the Management Review action items as per
the Communication procedure and Management Review Meeting minutes
respectively.

4.12

The QMS Representative shall retain minutes of Management Review meetings.

5 Associated Documents and Records

Revision Two



Management Review Meeting Agenda



Management Review Meeting Minutes



Communication Procedure
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Organizational Structure, Roles, Responsibilities, and Authorities
Procedure



Continual Improvement Procedure

6 History of Changes
Revision Date
Two
04/18/2022

Revision Two

Description
4.1 revised to once per calendar year at
a minimum rather than specifying exact
deadline.
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J. Collings

April 18, 2022

Continual Improvement Procedure
PE-QMS-P14

Title

Continual Improvement
Procedure

Document No.

PE-QMS-P14
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
This procedure describes how improvement actions to the QMS are to be initiated,
tracked, and evaluated.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to all improvement initiatives for the Milverton and Shakespeare
Well Supply and Distribution Systems that are owned and operated by the Township of
Perth East.
Individual improvement initiatives may apply to one or both of the systems.

3 References
DWQMS Element 21 - Continual Improvement

4 Procedure
4.1

Any waterworks staff may provide suggestions for Continual Improvement of the
Quality Management System.

4.2

All current Continual Improvement ideas/suggestions that result from Corrective
Action Requests, OFI’s and/or staff recommendations shall be considered during
management review activities.

4.3

The QMS Representative will be responsible for investigating and implementing
improvement ideas/suggestions arising from item 4.2 above.

4.4

Issues of non-compliance, non-conformance, and opportunities for improvement
may be presented through:
 MOECC’s best management practices document (when published, at
least 1 every 36 months)
 MOECC Compliance Inspections
 External DWQMS Audits
 Internal Audits
 Management Review
 Staff Suggestions
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4.5

The QMS Representative shall complete and document the following tasks in the
Continued Improvement spreadsheet.




Identify which system(s) are affected by the improvement ideas/suggestion
Identify and record the purpose and the scope of the improvement initiative
as well as the timeline for the initiative.
Identify and record resources requirements needed.

4.6

The Operations Coordinator shall review and approve any changes that are
requested by the QMS Representative.

4.7

The status of improvement ideas/suggestions, or results if completed, shall
be evaluated as part of the Management Review process.

5 Associated Documents and Records


Corrective Action Procedure



Management Review Procedure



Continual Improvement Spreadsheet
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Corrective Action Procedure
PE-QMS-15

Document No.

Title

Corrective Action
Procedure

PE-QMS-P15
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to describe how QMS-related Corrective Actions are
initiated, assigned, documented, implemented, and verified as being effective.

2 Scope
This procedure is applicable to all detected non-conformances in the QMS with respect
to the requirements of the DWQMS and/or the documented QMS for the Operational
Plan for the Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution Systems.
A single Corrective Action Request can be assigned to either system or both systems in
event that the Corrective Action Request is relevant to those systems.

3 References
DWQMS Element 19 – Internal Audit
DWQMS Element 21 - Continual Improvement

4 Procedure
Initiating a Corrective Action
4.1

Corrective Actions are initiated when non-conformances within the QMS are
identified. Non-conformances can be detected by any number of methods
including:
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Internal or External Audits



End user complaints



Management Reviews



Operator feedback
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4.2



MOECC best management practices document



MOECC Compliance Inspections

Non-conformances shall be reported by the Originator to the QMS
Representative who shall determine if a Corrective Action is required and issue
the Corrective Action to the appropriate owner as required.

Investigating and Completing a Corrective Action
4.3

Each non-conformance will require a separate Corrective Action.

4.4

The QMS Representative shall advise the Originator what decision was made,
and may request additional information as required.

4.5

The QMS Representative shall complete the following:

4.6

4.7



System(s) Affected



CAR #



Date Issued



Originator



Issued To



Section #1 - QMS Representative

The QMS Representative shall mark the appropriate instructional box in
Section #2 indicating if the following occur:


A Corrective Action Plan is required (Section #2). Go to 5.7



The Corrective Action can be addressed without a documented
Corrective Action Plan (Section #3). Go to 5.9

Section #2 Corrective Action Plan is intended for more complex issues. The
Recipient of the CAR shall complete Section #2 of the Corrective Action
Form showing a plan with dates. The CAR shall be submitted to the QMS
Representative.
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4.8

The QMS Representative shall review the completed Section #2 and accept or
reject the Corrective Action Plan. Rejected Corrective Action Plans shall be
revised and resubmitted for acceptance.

4.9

The Recipient of the CAR shall proceed to take:


short term action to address the immediate situation



interim action to prevent any further consequences



permanent action to prevent the issue from arising again as required or
as indicated in the Corrective Action Plan and indicate those actions on
Section #3 of the Corrective Action Form.

4.10

The root cause may be determined following the ‘5-Why’ technique, where the
question why is asked until it can no longer be asked. Other techniques that may
be used include a Fish- bone diagram and analysis where potential root causes
are listed and then ranked.

4.11

The Recipient of the CAR shall report progress to the QMS Representative
based on agreed upon timelines.

4.12

The Recipient of the CAR shall advise the QMS Representative when the
Corrective Action is considered complete.

Verification and Closure
4.13

The QMS Representative shall sign off the Corrective Action and complete
Section # 4 once it has been verified as being effective in that the root cause was
properly identified and that the solution was effective in addressing that root
cause.

4.14

Where applicable, the QMS Representative may forward Corrective Actions to
the Originator for their signed and dated verification.

4.15

Corrective Actions that cannot be verified shall stay open and the Corrective
Action Process shall be repeated until a solution is implemented that can be
verified as being effective.

4.16

All required back-up documentation shall be attached to the completed hard copy
of the CAR form.
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Tracking Corrective Actions
4.17

The QMS Representative shall maintain a listing of all Corrective Actions which
will include the System(s), the Recipient of the CAR, any milestones, dates and
current status.

4.18

The QMS Representative shall maintain hard copy originals of all completed
Corrective Actions complete with back-up documentation.

4.19

The QMS Representative shall present the status of all Corrective Actions at the
Management Review.

5 Associated Documents and Records


Corrective Action Form



Completed Corrective Action records with back-up Documentation



Internal Audit Procedure



Internal Audit Report



Management Review Procedure
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Organizational Structure, Roles, Responsibilities and
Authorities Procedure
PE-QMS-P16

TITLE

Document No.

Organizational Structure,
Roles, Responsibilities and
Authorities Procedure

PE-QMS-P16
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
This procedure describes the structure of key personnel within the QMS, their
roles, responsibilities and authorities. This procedure clearly shows how information
and responsibility is structured within the QMS. This procedure is critical in defining
paths for communicating QMS information and assigning responsibilities.

2 References
Drinking Water Quality Management Standard Element 9

3 Procedure
Role
Owner
(Perth East CAO,
Council, Mayor)

Responsibilities





Top Management
(Public Works Manager)





Revision One

Represent the Water Systems
to the public
Provide resources or
infrastructure as
necessary
Endorsing the
Operational Plan for
the Drinking Water
Systems.

Ensure Water Systems are
properly operated
Participate in Management
Review
Promote awareness and
effectiveness of the QMS
throughout the operating
authority

Authorities


Review, revise and approve
proposed and existing
bylaws, expenditures, user
fees, and taxation rates



Provide for management or
delegated management of
utility assets
Provide / review / approve
administrative policy
direction





To provide resources to
ensure the proper
implementation and
continuance of the QMS,
including access to
personnel, access to
equipment, and financial
resources
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QMS Representative
(Operations Coordinator)
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Participate in
Management Reviews
Respond to Owners requests
as required
Communicating with the
Owner, the public,
regulatory authorities on
behalf of the OA
Responsibilities of QMS rep as
per Element 4 of the
Operational Plan
Establish, implement and
maintain the QMS in
accordance with the Drinking
Water Quality Management
Standard
Communicate the status,
progress and need for
improvement of the QMS to
Top Management
Arrange and provide
necessary information
to Top Management
for the Management
Review
Report the performance of
the QMS to Top
Management
Represent the OA to internal
or external parties with
regards to the QMS including
any external environmental
communications
Review/approve relevant
QMS documents,
applications, etc. and ensure
that the most current versions
of documents required by the
QMS are being used at all
times
Ensure that personnel are
aware of all current
regulatory requirements that
pertain to their duties with
the operation of the drinking
water system





Recommend improvements
or changes to Top
Management
May assign a designate to
perform any of the listed
responsibilities
To perform all defined
responsibilities under the
QMS
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Chief Operator &
Operating Staff
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Promote awareness and
effectiveness of the QMS
throughout the operating
authority
Identify the need
for resources or
infrastructure
Carry out applicable QMS
tasks
Report and act upon nonconformances
Follow procedures, complete
forms
Manage laboratory
results and sampling
programs
Receive and document
external complaints
Attend training as required
Maintaining of QMS files,
handling and preserving the
legislative files and
legislative updates
Carry out applicable QMS
tasks
Plan and manage
operations, and perform
maintenance tasks for the
water systems
Report and act upon nonconformances
Follow procedures, complete
forms
File records in accordance with
Document Control Procedure
Laboratory sampling
Attend training as required
Receive and respond to
external complaints
Regularly communicate with
the QMS Representative
Perform required operations
and maintenance activities
Ensure all operators maintain
necessary licences







Recommend system
equipment and/or
instrumentation
improvements or changes
to the Operations
Coordinator/ QMS
Representative
Recommend QMS
improvements to the
Operations Coordinator/
QMS Representative
To perform the required
QMS duties
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4 Associated Documents


Document Control Procedure
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Competencies Procedure
PE-QMS-P17

Title

Document No.

Competencies Procedure

PE-QMS-P17
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The table below lists the minimum levels of competencies required of trained Perth
East staff whose performance may have a direct impact on drinking water quality.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the waterworks staff directly involved in the operation and
maintenance of the Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution Systems
that are owned and operated by Township of Perth East.
According to O. Reg. 128/04, all operators (not including the ORO) are required to
possess, at a minimum, a valid OIT certificate in Water Treatment and Water
Distribution.
The ORO must hold, at a minimum, a certificate matching the class of the facility.

3 References
DWQMS Element 10 – Competencies

4 Procedure
The competencies required by the Township of Perth East Waterworks personnel are
based on their ability to meet both regulatory requirements and those requirements
established in the following table:
Function
QMS Rep./
Operations
Coordinator

Required Competencies
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Must possess a Class OIT Water
Distribution and Supply Certificate
Must possess a Class OIT Water Treatment
Certificate
Ability to operate without direct supervision
Excellent interpersonal skills
Excellent written and oral communication
skills
Excellent time management skills
Excellent knowledge of current MOE
regulations and current MOL Health and
Safety regulations
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Desired Competencies






Class II Water Distribution
and Supply Certificate
Class II Water Treatment
Certificate
Post-secondary degree in
a related field
Five years’ experience in a
related field
First Aid Training
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Chief Operator











Utility
Operators











Full knowledge of Public Works standards
and levels of service
Physical ability to perform labour
WHMIS training
Minimum Class II Water Distribution and
Supply Certificate
Five years’ experience in a municipality
Five years’ experience in a related field
Excellent time management skills
Excellent knowledge of current MOE
water/wastewater regulations and MOL
Health and Safety regulations
High knowledge of hydraulic, electrical and
mechanical systems
Ability to operate without direct supervision
Physical ability to perform labour
WHMIS training



Minimum High School diploma
Must possess a Class OIT Water
Distribution and Supply Certificate
Must possess a Class OIT Water Treatment
Certificate
One years’ experience in a related field
Good time management skills
Good written and oral communication skills
Good knowledge of current MOE water
regulations and current MOL Health and
Safety regulations
Physical ability to perform labour
WHMIS training








Class II Water Treatment
Certificate
First Aid Training

Class II Water Distribution
and Supply Certificate
Class II Water Treatment
Certificate
First Aid Training

5 Associated Documents and Records


Operations and Maintenance Manuals

6 History of Changes
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Appendix C – Risk Assessment Tables

A+B+C

Township of Perth East Risk Assessment Spreadsheet

Loss of raw water

Well #4 can meet demand for a limited period of
time.

Y

No

9 - 15

High

Yes

Prevention/ Control Measures

CCP Required

(A)

(B)

(C)

Risk Category

Y

No

Moderate

Risk Score

Well #6 Pump Failure

Loss of raw water

Well #4 can meet demand for a limited period of
time.

Low

6-8

Detectability

Well #6

Comments

3–5

Severity

Well #6

Well #6 Casing
collapse/ screen
blockage

Associated Hazard(s)

CCP

Likelihood

Hazardous Event

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Alarm for low pressure would go out to
Downhole video well inspection to be
operator. Response procedure in
conducted every 5-10 years.
Contingency Plan.

N/A

N/A

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Downhole video well inspection to be Alarm for well pump failure would go to
conducted every 5-10 years.
operator.

N/A

N/A

Designated operator will receive
notification.

N/A

N/A

Alarm for low pressure would go out to
operator. Response procedure in
Contingency Plan.

N/A

N/A

Alarm for well pump failure would go to
operator.

N/A

N/A

Designated operator will receive
notification.

N/A

N/A

Redundancy

Affected
Component

Reliability

Milverton Drinking Water System

Risk Category

Well #6

Biological/ Chemical
Contaminated water gets into Assuming a known spill. Backup well can meet
Contamination of Well
the drinking water system
demand. Need to switch duty manually.
#6

Y

Y

2

3

3

8

Moderate

No

Well #4

Well #4 Casing
collapse/ screen
blockage

Y

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Loss of raw water

Well #4

Well #4 Pump Failure

Well #4

Biological/ Chemical
Contaminated water gets into Assuming a known spill. Backup well can meet
Contamination of Well
the drinking water system
demand. Need to switch duty manually.
#4

Well #4/
Well #6

Low Water Table

Loss of raw water

Well #4/
Well #6

Raw water line
transmission break

Well #4/
Well #6

CCP/ ERP
Reference

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Y

Y

2

3

3

8

Moderate

No

This assumes low level in one well only. Backup
well available.

Y

Y

1

2

1

4

Low

No

Static water levels measured and
recorded monthly for each well.

Historical readings used to assess state of
current water level.

N/A

N/A

Loss of raw water

Backup well available.

Y

Y

1

2

4

7

Moderate

No

Daily monitoring of raw water flows
should reveal a problem if present.

Severe break would be noticed by low
daily flows and an increase in standing
water along transmission line.

N/A

N/A

Flow Meter Failure

Loss of Data

Regulatory Requiment

Y

Y

1

2

1

4

Low

No

Part of regular wellhouse
inspections, annual calibrations.

Daily flows recorded on daily sheets.
Significant changes would be identified.

N/A

N/A

Chlorination
System

Chlorine System
Failure

Inadequately Disinfected
Water

Chlorine pump, injector and/or tubing failure.
Backup chlorine pump on-line (work in parallel)
& an extra pump on the shelf.

Y

Y

3

2

2

7

Moderate

0.5mg/L POE
& 0.05mg/L
Distribution

PE-CCP-1

Chlorination
System

High Chlorine Residual High Chlorine

High FCR defined to be >2.5mg/L. Normal
operating range is around 1.6mg/L

Y

Y

2

3

2

7

Alarm setpoint 2.0mg/L. Operator will
respond to confirm and turn down chlorine
pump, if necessary.

N/A

N/A

Chlorination

Inadequate Chemical
Quality (Strength)

Inadequate Disinfection

Due to old, degraded chemical or getting 6%
instead of 12%.

Y

Y

2

2

3

7

Chemical delivery is checked by operator
before (i.e. packing slip)

N/A

N/A

Inability to Disinfect Water

Other sites nearby with chemical. Supplier is in
close proximity. Backup supplier. There is a
standing order with supplier that can be
modified.

Y

Y

2

3

2

7

Moderate

No

Operator uses experience for
ordering schedule.

Volume measurements are taken during
all well checks.

N/A

N/A

Structural Damage of
Contamination of Reservoir
Reservoir (crack, etc.)

Two reservoirs that can be isolated from one
another.

Y

Y

1

3

4

8

Moderate

No

Inspection & cleanout of reservoir
completed annually

Weekly Bacteriological Sampling at POE

N/A

N/A

Reservoir

Level Transducer
Failure

Emptying or Flooding of
Reservoir

Two high level and two low level monitors.
Overflow pipe to waste. Reservoir is 1150m3would take 2- 3 days to empty.

Y

Y

3

1

3

7

Moderate

No

Daily sheets show reservoir levels
and which are reviewed daily.

High level & low level alarms would go to
operator.

N/A

N/A

Reservoir

High Lift Pump Failure

No Water to Distribution
System

2 High lift pumps; also fire pumps as back-up.
Auto switchover.

Y

Y

2

3

3

8

Moderate

No

Regular oil changes. Duty switches
automatically.

Alarms for high lift pump failure would go
out to operator.

N/A

N/A

Reservoir

Fire Pump Failure

No Water to Distribution
System

2 Fire Pumps. Runs off 45psi of pressure. Auto
switchover

Y

Y

3

1

1

5

Low

No

Regular oil changes. Duty switches
automatically.

Alarms for fire pump failure would go out
to operator

N/A

N/A

Reservoir

Inadequate Chemical
Supply

Well #6 can meet demand temporarily.

Downhole video well inspection to be
conducted every 5-10 years. Pump
installed in 2017.
Schedule 23/24 sampling done
every 3 years. Source Water
Protection signs posted. OA has no
control over this hazard.

Critical Control
Limits

Y

Chlorination

Loss of raw water

Well #6 can meet demand. Well #6 is the
permanent duty pump.

Schedule 23/24 sampling done
every 3 years. Source Water
Protection signs posted. OA has no
control over this hazard.
Downhole video well inspection to be
conducted every 5-10 years. Well
drilled in 2017.

Monitoring / Response Notes
(use as basis for procedures)

Yes
Below risk threshold for CCP but Chlorination system maintenance
included as it is a Recommended carried out every two months.
Minimum CCP.
High chlorine alarm set at 2.5mg/L.
Typical operating condition
Moderate
No
~1.6mg/L. Daily Sheets reviewed to
monitor max/ min concentrations
Supplier knows that 12% is used in
Moderate
No
Milverton. Operator orders based on
experience.

Alarm for chlorine level will go out to
operator. Operator to respond.
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(B)

(C)

2

1

1

Risk Category

Y

(A)

Risk Score

Y

Detectability

No mixers in reservoir. System design allows
reservoir turnover.

Severity

Bacteriological

Comments

Likelihood

Associated Hazard(s)

Redundancy

Hazardous Event

Reliability

Affected
Component

CCP Required

4

Low

No

Monitoring / Response Notes
(use as basis for procedures)

Critical Control
Limits

CCP/ ERP
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

PE-ERP-1

N/A

PE-ERP-2

Regulatory testing for lead.

N/A

N/A

Prevention/ Control Measures

Weekly bacti sampling at POE;
System designed for reservoir
turnover

No

Weekly testing for bacteria.
Weekly testing. AWQI response in
Distribution chlorine residuals taken contingency plan if there is a positive
minimum of twice per week.
result for EC or TC.

Reservoir

Stagnation of Water

Distribution

Bacteriological
Contamination from
Buildup of Biofilms

Water Contamination

Maintaining proper chlorine residual will
eliminate bacteria.

Y

Y

1

2

3

6

Moderate

Distribution

Watermain Break

Loss of pressure, loss of
water supply to distribution
system.

Resident may phone in if they see standing
water.

Y

Y

2

4

4

10

High

No
Township uses asset management
Meets risk threshold but OA
plan to schedule watermain
does not have complete control
replacements.
over this hazard. ERP Required.

Distribution

Cross Connections

Water Contamination

By-law 63-2011 Part 6 in place (Cross
Connections & Backflow Prevention). No cross
connections identified in system.

Y

Y

2

4

3

9

High

No
Township has backflow preventers
Meets risk threshold but OA
inspected on an annual basis as per N/A
does not have complete control
by-law 63-2011 Part 6.8
over this hazard. ERP Required.

Distribution

Leaching of Lead from
Pipes into Distribution Lead Contamination
System

Milverton qualified for reduced sampling in
2020.

Y

Y

2

2

3

7

Moderate

Distribution

Fire or Main Break

Exceedance of PTTW

High lift and fire pump can handle the increase
in flow.

Y

Y

2

3

4

9

High

No
Meets risk threshold but OA
System is set up that PTTW cannot
does not have complete control be exceeded
over this hazard. ERP Required.

No alarms that fire pumps are on though
fire pump run times are checked three
times a week.

N/A

PE-ERP-1

Distribution

Negative Pressure
from Cracks/ Breaks/
Unplanned Uses of
Water Allowing
Infiltration of
Contaminants.

Bacteriological
Contamination

High lift pumps run at all times

Y

N

2

3

4

9

High

No
Meets risk threshold but OA
OA does not exercise complete
does not have complete control control over this hazard.
over this hazard. ERP Required.

Weekly bacti testing in distribution system.
High probability public will inform of
pressure issues.

N/A

PE-ERP-3

Communication

Alarms Transmission
Failure.

No Call Received by
Operator

Likelihood of phone lines going down AND an
alarm situation is low.

Y

Y

1

4

3

8

Moderate

No

No

Hydrant Flushing.

Daily sheets show water usage and
pressures, which are reviewed daily.

Once operator aware communications
SCADA can be accessed to observe
down, they would remain on site until
alarms, if any.
fixed.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Control System

Control System (PLC)
No System Power
Failure

Operations System Shuts Down

Y

Y

2

4

2

8

Moderate

No

Backup UPS, surge protection.

Communications failure alarm would go
out to operator. All Communications could
be run in hand if necessary.

Data Recording

Data Collection
System Failure

Loss of Data Transfer

N/A

Y

Y

1

3

2

6

Moderate

No

Backup UPS, data logger installed

Daily printouts are produced and reviewed.

N/A

N/A

Inadequate Coverage

No Staff for Operation

Illness, Vacation

Y

Y

1

2

2

5

Low

No

Vacation scheduled with no overlap
of operators. Backup operators
available.

Phone numbers of backup operators are
available.

N/A

N/A

Bacteriological
Contamination from
Activity

Water Contamination

OIC is in control of the system and will not allow
the system to be brought back on line until
proper disinfection procedures followed.

Y

Y

2

2

3

7

Moderate

No

Follow AWWA standards & Ontario
Watermain Disnfection Procedure.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Power Failure

Loss of Power

Backup Generator in Place

Y

Y

3

1

2

6

Moderate

No

Monthly generator inspection by
Facilities Coordinator. Complete
annual inspection by T&T.

Automatic transfer switch. Alarm goes out
to operator if generator does not start.

N/A

N/A

Using Non-NSF
Equipment in
Various
Maintenance/ Repairs

Non-NSF materials in contact with water can
react/deteriorate/damage and/or cause
contamination of water.

Y

Y

3

1

3

7

Moderate

No

OTJ training to ensure
understanding of NSF requirements, N/A
repeat ordering of routine parts.

N/A

N/A

All

Terrorism Tampering
with Water

Water Contamination

Wellheads are locked.

Y

Y

1

5

1

7

Moderate

No

Doors are locked, alarms armed. OA Alarms armed. If alarm goes off Township
can not completely control hazard.
will be notified.

N/A

N/A

All

Vandalism

Various

No fencing, located in a small residential area.
Can not see into building via entry door.

Y

Y

1

3

3

7

Moderate

No

Locked/ armed door. Only operators
Procedure for vandalism contained in
and Public Works Manager have
contingency plan.
keys. OA has no control over hazard.

N/A

N/A

Y

Y

2

2

4

8

Moderate

No

Static water levels checked on a monthly
basis to monitor ground water table.
Notices handed out to owners of high risk
services.

N/A

N/A

Y

Y

3

3

2

8

Moderate

No

Forecast observed regularly to prepare for
such events.

N/A

N/A

Staffing
Maintenance/
Construction
All

Maintenance
Operations

General
Operations
General
Operations

Sustained Extreme
Loss of Water Supply to
Temperatures - Frozen
Individual Services/
Instances of service line freezing rare.
Water Services/ Heat
Increased Demand for Water
Waves
Could affect Staffing Levels/
Extreme Weather
Response Times/ Could
N/A
Damage System

Monitor trending of water use over
time. Water use restrictions or bans
if deemed necessary. OA has no
control over this hazard
SCADA communications intact will
allow operators to monitor wells. OA
has no control over this hazard.
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Risk Score

CCP Required

(A)

(B)

(C)

Risk Category

Y

Detectability

Operator to ensure adequate DFCR achieved
prior to commissioning watermain. Follows
Ontario Watermain Disinfection Procedure.

Severity

Improper Disinfection/
Isolation of Existing Water
Distribution System

Comments

Likelihood

Associated Hazard(s)

Y

3

2

3

8

Moderate

No

Moderate

Redundancy

Hazardous Event

Reliability

Affected
Component

General
Operations

Contractor Error

General
Operations

Unauthorized
Potential Cross Flow/
Connection to System Backflow Contamination

N/A

Y

Y

3

1

4

8

Loss of Water Supply/
Long Term Impacts of
Quantity - Drought
Climate Change
Conditions

Hard to predict how future weather patterns will
change.

Y

Y

2

3

1

6

Treatment

Sudden Changes to
Raw Water
Characteristics

Change in Treatment
Requirements

Indicator of potential raw water issues.

Y

Y

2

3

2

7

General
Operations

Pandemic

Staffing Issues, Limited
Interaction with Public &
Staff

Ensure adequate PPE available & vehicle
disinfection takes place.

Y

Y

1

5

1

7

Drawing Water

Critical Control
Limits

CCP/ ERP
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Static water levels checked on a monthly
basis to monitor ground water table.

N/A

N/A

Turbidity readings carried out at each well
on a monthly basis.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

PE-ERP-4

Operator isolates as necessary and Operator on site for all swabbing,
carries out flushing and testing prior disinfection process prior to
to commissioning.
commissioning.

By-law 63-2011 in place. OA cannot
control hazard. Ensure Contractors
aware of issue.
Monitor trending of water use over
time. Water use restrictions or bans
Moderate
No
if deemed necessary. OA has no
control over this hazard
Well checks are carried out 3 times
per week. Operator will notice
Moderate
No
significant changes. OA has no
control over this hazard.
No
Follow HPPH recommendations.
Does not meet risk threshold but Limit staff interaction, use PPE and
Moderate determined to be wothry of an disinfect shared equipment. OA does
ERP as it is integral to providing not have complete control over this
hazard.
safe drinking water.
No

Monitoring / Response Notes
(use as basis for procedures)

Prevention/ Control Measures
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A+B+C

Township of Perth East Risk Assessment Spreadsheet

Well #2 can meet demand.

Y

Well #1

Well #1 Pump Failure

Loss of raw water

Well #2 can meet demand.

Y

No

9 - 15

High

Yes

Prevention/ Control Measures

CCP Required

(A)

(B)

(C)

Risk Category

Loss of raw water

No

Moderate

Risk Score

Well #1

Well #1 Casing
collapse/ screen
blockage

Low

6-8

Detectability

Comments

3–5

Severity

Associated Hazard(s)

CCP

Likelihood

Hazardous Event

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Alarm for low pressure would go out to
Downhole video well inspection to be
operator. Response procedure in
conducted every 5-10 years.
Contingency Plan.

N/A

N/A

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Downhole video well inspection to be Alarm for well pump failure would go to
conducted every 5-10 years.
operator.

N/A

N/A

Designated operator will receive
notification.

N/A

N/A

Alarm for low pressure would go out to
operator. Response procedure in
Contingency Plan.

N/A

N/A

Alarm for well pump failure would go to
operator.

N/A

N/A

Designated operator will receive
notification.

N/A

N/A

Redundancy

Affected
Component

Reliability

Shakespeare Drinking Water System

Risk Category

Well #1

Biological/ Chemical
Contaminated water gets into Assuming a known spill. Well is in residential
Contamination of Well
the drinking water system
area, backup well can meet demand.
#1

Y

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Well #2

Well #2 Casing
collapse/ screen
blockage

Y

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Loss of raw water

Well #2

Well #2 Pump Failure

Well #2

Biological/ Chemical
Contaminated water gets into Assuming a known spill. Well is in residential
Contamination of Well
the drinking water system
area, backup well can meet demand.
#2

Well #1/
Well #2

Low Water Table

Loss of raw water

Well #1/
Well #2

Raw water line
transmission break

Well #1/
Well #2

CCP/ ERP
Reference

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Y

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

This assumes low level in one well only. Backup
well available.

Y

Y

1

3

1

5

Low

No

Static water levels measured and
recorded monthly for each well.

Historical readings used to assess state of
current water level.

N/A

N/A

Loss of raw water

Backup well available.

Y

Y

1

2

4

7

Moderate

No

Daily monitoring of raw water flows
should reveal a problem if present.

Severe break would be noticed by low
daily flows and an increase in standing
water along transmission line.

N/A

N/A

Flow Meter Failure

Loss of Data

Regulatory Requiment

Y

Y

1

2

1

4

Low

No

Part of regular wellhouse
inspections, annual calibrations.

Daily flows recorded on daily sheets.
Significant changes would be identified.

N/A

N/A

Chlorination
System

Chlorine System
Failure

Inadequately Disinfected
Water

Chlorine pump, injector and/or tubing failure.
Backup chlorine pump on-line (work in parallel)
& an extra pump on the shelf.

Y

Y

2

2

3

7

Moderate

0.5mg/L POE
& 0.05mg/L
Distribution

PE-CCP-1

Chlorination
System

High Chlorine Residual High Chlorine

High FCR defined to be >2.5mg/L. Normal
operating range is around 1.7mg/L

Y

Y

2

3

2

7

Alarm setpoint 2.0mg/L. Operator will
respond to confirm and turn down chlorine
pump, if necessary.

N/A

N/A

Chlorination

Inadequate Chemical
Quality (Strength)

Inadequate Disinfection

Due to old, degraded chemical.

Y

Y

2

2

3

7

Chemical delivery is checked by operator
before (i.e. packing slip)

N/A

N/A

Inability to Disinfect Water

Other sites nearby with chemical. Supplier is in
close proximity. Backup supplier. There is a
standing order with supplier that can be
modified.

Y

Y

2

3

2

7

Moderate

No

Operator uses experience for
ordering schedule.

Volume measurements are taken during
all well checks.

N/A

N/A

Tanks can be isolated for repair. Total of six
pressure tanks.

Y

Y

2

1

3

6

Moderate

No

Annual check for tank pressure.

Tank failure would be noticeable on
operator rounds. Tanks can be isolated.

N/A

N/A

No

Weekly testing for bacteria.
Weekly testing. AWQI response in
Distribution chlorine residuals taken contingency plan if there is a positive
minimum of twice per week.
result for EC or TC.

N/A

N/A

N/A

PE-ERP-1

N/A

PE-ERP-2

Inadequate Chemical
Supply

Pressure Tanks Pressure Tank Failure Loss of Pressure

Well #1 can meet demand.

Downhole video well inspection to be
conducted every 5-10 years. Pump
installed in 2017.
Schedule 23/24 sampling done
every 3 years. Source Water
Protection signs posted. OA has no
control over this hazard.

Critical Control
Limits

Y

Chlorination

Loss of raw water

Well #1 can meet demand.

Schedule 23/24 sampling done
every 3 years. Source Water
Protection signs posted. OA has no
control over this hazard.
Downhole video well inspection to be
conducted every 5-10 years. Well
drilled in 2017.

Monitoring / Response Notes
(use as basis for procedures)

Yes
Below risk threshold for CCP but Chlorination system maintenance
included as it is a Recommended carried out every two months.
Minimum CCP.
High chlorine alarm set at 2.5mg/L.
Typical operating condition
Moderate
No
~1.7mg/L. Daily Sheets reviewed to
monitor max/ min concentrations
Supplier knows that 6% is used in
Moderate
No
Shakespeare. Operator orders
based on experience.

Alarm for chlorine level will go out to
operator. Operator to respond.

Distribution

Bacteriological
Contamination from
Buildup of Biofilms

Water Contamination

Maintaining proper chlorine residual will
eliminate bacteria.

Y

Y

1

2

3

6

Moderate

Distribution

Watermain Break

Loss of pressure, loss of
water supply to distribution
system.

Resident may phone in if they see standing
water.

Y

Y

2

4

4

10

High

No
Township uses asset management
Meets risk threshold but OA
plan to schedule watermain
does not have complete control
replacements.
over this hazard. ERP Required.

Distribution

Cross Connections

Water Contamination

By-law 63-2011 Part 6 in place (Cross
Connections & Backflow Prevention). No cross
connections identified in system.

Y

Y

2

4

3

9

High

No
Township has backflow preventers
Meets risk threshold but OA
inspected on an annual basis as per N/A
does not have complete control
by-law 63-2011 Part 6.8
over this hazard. ERP Required.

Daily sheets show water usage and
pressures, which are reviewed daily.
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Likelihood

Severity

Detectability

Risk Score

(C)

Risk Category

N

2

3

4

9

High

Y

Y

1

4

3

8

Moderate

No

Once operator aware communications
SCADA can be accessed to observe
down, they would remain on site until
alarms, if any.
fixed.

Operations System Shuts Down

Y

Y

2

4

2

8

Moderate

No

UPS with surge protection.

Communications failure alarm would go
out to operator. All Communications could
be run in hand if necessary.

N/A

N/A

Loss of Data Transfer

N/A

Y

Y

1

3

2

6

Moderate

No

Backup UPS, data logger installed

Daily printouts are produced and reviewed.

N/A

N/A

Inadequate Coverage

No Staff for Operation

Illness, Vacation

Y

Y

2

2

2

6

Moderate

No

Vacation scheduled with no overlap
of operators. Backup operators
available.

Phone numbers of backup operators are
available.

N/A

N/A

Bacteriological
Contamination from
Activity

Water Contamination

OIC is in control of the system and will not allow
the system to be brought back on line until
proper disinfection procedures followed.

Y

Y

1

4

3

8

Moderate

No

Follow AWWA standards & Ontario
Watermain Disnfection Procedure.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Power Failure

Loss of Power

Backup Generator in Place

Y

Y

3

1

2

6

Moderate

No

Monthly generator inspection by
Facilities Coordinator. Complete
annual inspection by T&T.

Automatic transfer switch. Alarm goes out
to operator if generator does not start.

N/A

N/A

Using Non-NSF
Equipment in
Various
Maintenance/ Repairs

Non-NSF materials in contact with water can
react/deteriorate/damage and/or cause
contamination of water.

Y

Y

3

1

3

7

Moderate

No

OTJ training to ensure
understanding of NSF requirements, N/A
repeat ordering of routine parts.

N/A

N/A

All

Terrorism Tampering
with Water

Water Contamination

Wellheads are locked.

Y

Y

1

5

1

7

Moderate

No

Doors are locked, alarms armed. OA Alarms armed. If alarm goes off Township
can not completely control hazard.
will be notified.

N/A

N/A

All

Vandalism

Various

No fencing, located in a small residential area.
Can not see into building via entry door.

Y

Y

1

3

3

7

Moderate

No

Locked/ armed door. Only operators
Procedure for vandalism contained in
and Public Works Manager have
contingency plan.
keys. OA has no control over hazard.

N/A

N/A

Y

Y

2

2

4

8

Moderate

No

Static water levels checked on a monthly
basis to monitor ground water table.
Notices handed out to owners of high risk
services.

N/A

N/A

Y

Y

3

3

2

8

Moderate

No

Forecast observed regularly to prepare for
such events.

N/A

N/A

Operator to ensure adequate DFCR achieved
prior to commissioning watermain. Follows
Ontario Watermain Disinfection Procedure.

Y

Y

3

2

3

8

Moderate

No

N/A

N/A

Moderate

N/A

N/A

N/A

Static water levels checked on a monthly
basis to monitor ground water table.

N/A

N/A

Turbidity readings carried out at each well
on a monthly basis.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

PE-ERP-4

Associated Hazard(s)

Comments

Distribution

Negative Pressure
from Cracks/ Breaks/
Unplanned Uses of
Water Allowing
Infiltration of
Contaminants.

Bacteriological
Contamination

Six pressure tanks maintain system pressure at
all times.

Y

Communication

Alarms Transmission
Failure.

No Call Received by
Operator

Likelihood of phone lines going down AND an
alarm situation is low.

Control System

Control System (PLC)
No System Power
Failure

Data Recording

Data Collection
System Failure

Staffing
Maintenance/
Construction
All

Maintenance
Operations

General
Operations
General
Operations

Sustained Extreme
Loss of Water Supply to
Temperatures - Frozen
Individual Services/
Instances of service line freezing rare.
Water Services/ Heat
Increased Demand for Water
Waves
Could affect Staffing Levels/
Extreme Weather
Response Times/ Could
N/A
Damage System
Improper Disinfection/
Isolation of Existing Water
Distribution System

Redundancy

(B)

Hazardous Event

Reliability

(A)

Affected
Component

General
Operations

Contractor Error

General
Operations

Unauthorized
Potential Cross Flow/
Connection to System Backflow Contamination

N/A

Y

Y

3

1

4

8

Loss of Water Supply/
Long Term Impacts of
Quantity - Drought
Climate Change
Conditions

Hard to predict how future weather patterns will
change.

Y

Y

2

3

1

6

Treatment

Sudden Changes to
Raw Water
Characteristics

Change in Treatment
Requirements

Indicator of potential raw water issues.

Y

Y

2

3

2

7

General
Operations

Pandemic

Staffing Issues, Limited
Interaction with Public &
Staff

Ensure adequate PPE available & vehicle
disinfection takes place.

Y

Y

1

5

1

7

Drawing Water

CCP Required

No
Meets risk threshold but OA
OA does not exercise complete
does not have complete control control over this hazard.
over this hazard. ERP Required.

Monitor trending of water use over
time. Water use restrictions or bans
if deemed necessary. OA has no
control over this hazard
SCADA communications intact will
allow operators to monitor wells. OA
has no control over this hazard.

Critical Control
Limits

CCP/ ERP
Reference

Weekly bacti testing in distribution system.
High probability public will inform of
pressure issues.

N/A

PE-ERP-3

N/A

N/A

Operator isolates as necessary and Operator on site for all swabbing,
carries out flushing and testing prior disinfection process prior to
to commissioning.
commissioning.

By-law 63-2011 in place. OA cannot
control hazard. Ensure Contractors
aware of issue.
Monitor trending of water use over
time. Water use restrictions or bans
Moderate
No
if deemed necessary. OA has no
control over this hazard
Well checks are carried out 3 times
per week. Operator will notice
Moderate
No
significant changes. OA has no
control over this hazard.
No
Follow HPPH recommendations.
Does not meet risk threshold but Limit staff interaction, use PPE and
Moderate determined to be wothry of an disinfect shared equipment. OA does
ERP as it is integral to providing not have complete control over this
hazard.
safe drinking water.
No

Monitoring / Response Notes
(use as basis for procedures)

Prevention/ Control Measures
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Appendix D – CCP/ERP Procedures

Chlorination Control
PE-CCP-1

Title

Document No.

Chlorination Control

PE-CCP-1
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
This procedure describes the control of chlorination for Perth East water systems.
Proper Point of Entry (POE) chlorination and chlorine residual in the distribution
system are critical control points. Chlorination therefore needs to be controlled. If
chlorination was to fail, there is potential for major impact to a large portion of the
population.

2 Critical Limits
Legislated Primary Disinfection


Primary disinfection is a process or series of processes intended to inactivate
pathogens potentially present in raw water before the water is delivered to the first
consumer



Primary disinfection is legislated under O. Reg. 170/03 and The Procedure for
the Disinfection of Drinking Water in Ontario as adopted by reference by O. Reg.
170/03



Primary disinfection must be capable of at least 99% removal or inactivation of
viruses by the time the water leaves the point of entry treatment units (entry of
water into distribution system)

Legislated Secondary Disinfection


Secondary disinfection is the maintenance of a chlorine residual in the distribution
system



Legislated under O. Reg. 170/03 and The Procedure for the Disinfection of
Drinking Water in Ontario as adopted by reference by O. Reg. 170/03



At all times and at all locations within the distribution system there must be at
least a free chlorine residual of 0.05mg/L (at pH 8.5 or lower)
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The recommended minimum target for free chlorine residual in the distribution
system is 0.2mg/L (at pH 8.5 or lower)

Monitoring and Testing
Point of Entry chlorine residual is monitored by the SCADA system and will alarm if
the residual goes outside the desired operational parameters


Alarm set points are determined by the ORO based on legislation, contractual
obligations and operational limits



The typical target for treated water chlorine residual is listed in Table 1 for
each water system



A critical alarm will be generated if the treated water chlorine residual drops below
the LOW level designated in the Table



Another alarm will be received at the LOW LOW level as designated in Table 1

 Systems have critical limits set higher because there is no automatic shutdown (no

backups to maintain system pressure)
 Periodic monitoring of the chlorine residual is outlined in Procedure PE-

QMS-P9-M (Sampling, Testing & Monitoring for Milverton) and PE-QMS-P9-S
(Sampling, Testing & Monitoring for Shakespeare)
Table 1: Summary of Limits (all limits in mg/L)

Water System
Milverton Well
Supply

Regulatory Limit
Treated
Water
(POE)
Distribution

Shakespeare Well
Supply

Treated
Water
(POE)
Distribution

Revision One

LOW
LOW Limit
LOW Limit

Normal
Range

0.05

0.60

0.70

0.9-1.4

0.05

n/a

n/a

0.5-0.8

0.05

0.60

0.70

0.9-1.4

0.05

n/a

0.20
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Operator Control
The operator records the treated water and distribution system chlorine residual on
a daily basis.
The operator manually adjusts the chlorination pump set points, based on
experience, on-the- job training and circumstance, which affects the chlorine
residual in the treated water.
 The operator can manually adjust the chlorine dosage to a certain limit
but cannot change the critical alarm set point


The operator adjusts the chlorine dosage based on their experience and
on-the-job training



The operator documents all dosage changes in the log book

Abnormal Operating Conditions and Response
Requirements
The steps taken require some discretion of the operator and reliance on their
practical experience depending on the circumstance. These conditions don’t
require emergency response procedures to be initiated. Occurrence of abnormal
operating conditions and the resulting response and recovery is recorded by the
operator in the Log Book.
The chlorination system is automated and the operator can step in to
control abnormal operating conditions. The operator can monitor residual in the
treated water by monitoring the POE chlorine analyzer
Low Treated Water Chlorine Residual
 If the treated water chlorine drops to the LOW value listed in Table 1 or
below, this is considered to be an abnormal operating condition
 The Operator will receive an alarm which must be acknowledged
 If low chlorine is detected in the treated water the following steps should be
taken:
1. Determine if the problem lies within the chlorination process or the
analyzer by confirming chlorine residual with portable chlorine
analyzer (using HACH test kit)
o
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If the portable chlorine analyzer shows normal chlorine levels
while the on-line analyzer shows low levels, the problem is
probably with the on-line analyzer
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o

If the portable analyzer confirms the low chlorine level, the
problem is probably with the chlorination process

2. Manually check the chlorine injection point to make sure sufficient

chlorine is being added to the system. Manually switching to backup
chlorination pump may be required
3. Manually increase chlorination rate by approximately 10% or a
rate deemed sufficient using operator experience
4. Once the chlorine conditions have returned to normal, reduce
chlorination rate to normal levels. This is done according to operator
experience and the operating conditions at the time:
o If chlorine level is increasing rapidly due to the manual
changes, change the injection rate manually back to normal
more quickly
Chlorination System failure

To control a chlorination system failure, the following controls have been put in place:
 Planned maintenance on chlorination components, at a frequency deemed
necessary by operations staff
 Backup dosage pumps are in place at all facilities
 Operator visits to site for inspection of facility and equipment
Emergency Conditions and Response Requirements

Low Chlorine
 Refer to Contingency Plan (Low Chlorine Residual Alarm)
 When critical level is reached, alarm is sent out and operator responds
Reporting and Recording



If an Emergency Response Procedure related to chlorination is initiated,
corrective actions are documented as required in the Contingency Plan



These corrective actions are reviewed by Management at the next
management review meeting, as described in the Management Review
Procedure
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3 Associated Documents


Operator Log book



Risk Assessment Tables



The Procedure for the Disinfection of Drinking Water in Ontario



Contingency Plans

4 History of Changes
Revision Date
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Responding to Main Breaks

PE-ERP-1

Title

Document No.

Responding to Main
Breaks

PE-ERP-1
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that all waterworks personnel are able to
respond to watermain breaks.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the Perth East Distribution Systems.

3 Equipment and Supplies


Ladder



Submersible pump



Rubber boots



Gloves



Men working signs



Pylons



Repair clamps



Anodes and welding supplies



Personal protective equipment



Hardhat



Radio-detection locator



Metal detector



Spray paint can

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Plate tamper



Back Hoe/ Vacuum Truck



Portable Generator

4 Procedure
When notification has been received that there is a possible water leak within the Perth
East distribution system, the Perth East Operations Coordinator should be notified
immediately. Once the location is determined the following steps should be followed:


Once leak is located, the Perth East Operations Coordinator should be notified
and the operator in charge (OIC) of the distribution system should be notified



Determine isolation requirements and locate the valves to isolate the effected
section



The operator shall call for locates before digging commences. The OIC shall call
ON1 Call at 1-800-400-2255. It is important to request the Estimated Time of
Arrival for each service to enable the operator to coordinate the repair work



Formulate a traffic control plan through the use of the DIG package



If there is need for road closures, the Operations Coordinator should notify
emergency management, as per the Perth County Emergency Management
Plan, Annexes & Appendences and all other applicable personnel



Notification of customers should occur in the surrounding area that may be
affected by the main break. The notice should explain that there is a problem and
that they may experience loss in pressure



Once locates have been received and all safety requirements are adhered,
excavation can commence



Complete the repairs in accordance with Ontario’s Watermain Disinfection
Procedure



Introduce flow/water pressure slowly, checking for leaks



Flush main and sample carefully for chlorine residual. Continue to flush until
chlorine residual level has reached at least the minimum acceptable level



Restore water service to effected customers

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Have water treatment personnel sample for bacterium and have samples sent to
the laboratory for testing



Retest the chlorine residual the following day



Backfill and restore site



During the period when repair operation was ongoing, document each day’s
activities in the facility logbook

5 Associated Documents and Records


Watermain Disinfection Procedure



Dig Package



Perth County’s Emergency Management Plan, Annexes & Appendices



Facilities log book

6 History of Changes
Revision Date

Description

By
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Crossflow Connection – Backflow Preventer Failures

PE-ERP-2

Title

Document No.

Crossflow Connection – PE-ERP-2
Effective Date
Backflow Preventer
Failures
October 22, 2021

Version

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that all waterworks personnel are able to respond to
an emergency situation where a contaminant has entered the distribution system through a
cross connection – back flow preventer failure.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the Milverton and Shakespeare Well Supply and Distribution Systems.

3 Equipment and Supplies
There is no equipment or supplies necessary.

4 Procedure
The Township of Perth East has a Back Flow Prevention Program to prevent
contaminants from entering the distribution system. Cross connection control devices are
mandated to be inspected annually in accordance with By-law No. 63-2011, Section 6.8.
If an emergency situation does arise that involves a contaminant entering the distribution
system through a cross connection or the failure of a back flow preventer, the waterworks
staff will follow the procedure listed below:


Immediately contact the Perth District Health Unit and the Spills Action Center by
referring to the Emergency Contact List.



The Perth District Health Unit will give instructions as to how to proceed.

5 Associated Documents and Records


Emergency Contact List
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Responding to Low System Pressure
PE-ERP-3

Title

Document No.

Responding to Low
System Pressure

PE-ERP-3
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that all waterworks personnel are able to
respond to any instances of low system pressure.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to the Milverton and Shakespeare well supply and distribution
systems.

3 Equipment and Supplies


On-call laptop computer

4 Procedure
Critical Control Limit
Pressure Level = 25 psi
Monitoring
Monitoring of pressure levels is accomplished by the SCADA system.

Critical Control Limit Response Instructions:
The following are instructions for Operators responding to a Low Pressure Alarm. If
any circumstances arise that are not addressed by the following instructions, contact the
Overall Responsible Operator (ORO).


A Pressure Alarm will be issued according to the on-call dialer sequence.



The on-call operator shall confirm that well pump is operational and is pumping
water into the distribution system by either checking the SCADA computer at the
well house or by dialling in to the SCADA computer with the on-call laptop
computer.
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If the well pump is not operating as required and the pressure is below the critical
control limit, the operator shall investigate the cause of the low water pressure by
visiting the applicable well house.



The cause of the low pressure situation may be a main break where the well
pump is unable to supply enough water to maintain pressure in the distribution
system.



The operator may refer to PE-ERP-1 Responding to Main Breaks to locate and
isolate the main break if one has occurred. This should prevent the pressure from
dropping any further



When the main break has been repaired the operator shall monitor the pressure
at the wellhouse to ensure the level returns to the normal operating range
indicated on the SCADA system.



If the well pump is not operating as required the operator shall attempt to start
the well pump at the well house.



When the problem has been located and corrected, the operator shall monitor
the well pump operation to ensure the pressure returns to the normal operating
range as indicated on the SCADA system.



If at any time, the pressure has dropped below 20 psi, the operator shall take a
distribution free chlorine residual according to PE-SOP-4 – Distribution Free
Chlorine Residuals to ensure that a free chlorine residual of at least 0.05 mg/L
is obtained.



The operator shall then contact the Perth District Health Unit to report the low
pressure situation by referring to the Emergency Contact List



The Perth District Health Unit will give instructions as to how to proceed

Reporting – The Overall Responsible Operator should be made aware of any instances
of low pressure levels.
Recording - The operator shall record all events in the Distribution Logbook or the
Wellhouse Logbook as applicable.
____________________________________________________________________________
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5 Associated Documents and Records


Distribution Logbook



Wellhouse Logbook



Emergency Contact List



SOP 4 – Distribution Free Chlorine Residuals



ERP 1 – Responding to Main Breaks
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Pandemic Staffing
PE-ERP-4

Title

Document No.

Pandemic Staffing

PE-ERP-4
Effective Date

Version

October 22, 2021

1

1 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to ensure staffing of water systems to meet
minimum regulatory requirements during a pandemic event.

2 Scope
This procedure applies to both drinking water treatment systems in the Township of
Perth East (Shakespeare and Milverton Drinking Water Systems)

3 Equipment and Supplies





Hand Sanitizer
Alcohol Based Wipes
Disposable Gloves
Mask

4 Procedure


Once a pandemic has been declared, the Chief Operator will separate staff and
delegate responsibilities to meet minimum regulatory requirements.



During a pandemic, the Chief Operator will attempt to have little, if any, face to
face interaction with operations staff. The Chief Operator will remain the ORO
for all systems during a pandemic unless he or she is unable to act and
designates another operator.



All operations staff shall ensure physical distancing is being practiced at all
times. If during an emergency physical distancing cannot be maintained, all
staff working together must wear a disposable mask and gloves.



Each employee will be assigned a municipal vehicle for their own work use. If
for any reason another employee needs to use a different vehicle, the vehicles
interior surfaces and exterior common points of contact must be wiped down
using alcohol based wiped. All vehicles will be supplied with hand sanitizer,
alcohol based wipes, disposable gloves and disposable masks.
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Any requested water related work orders, appointments, or other work
associated with the water distribution system that is received by staff will be
issued via email. Operations staff will assess each request on a case by case
basis and determine whether entering any residential or commercial property is
required based on the associated risk.



Operation of the water systems will remain as such until the pandemic order
has been listed.
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